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The following cover the first half of calender year I-9.6(L In this time.-—
——

period Hutchinson left and Kiley became head of WET on 14 Feb. 1960. I believe .-l—..
—. ~ “-’ ,’

Hutchinson at that time became head of JTF-7. Kodis became Director of Test ‘ -

Division on 28 June 1960.

General activities

fielding a weapons effects

included l’maintaining a continuing capability for

test organization should the test suspension be cancelled

and the U.S. resume full-scale nuclear testing. . . . Planning progressed

satisfactorily for the standby readiness of Marshmallow, close out of Trumpet,

preparation for multticubicle tests and preliminary evaluation of Vela Uniform.”

Within the test division, manpower authorized was reduced 35% and pro~ram

offices cut from 9 to 6. “A staff study of ‘implication of the test suspension on

military effects’ was prepared and sent to the Atomic Weapons Training Group. As a

.
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result of this staff study it was concluded by summary that there are a number of

militarily significant gaps in our knowledge of weapons effects which
PT

will result in ultra-conservative offensive-defensive planning; less flexible

military wartime tactics and strategy; an over-designed structures, equipment,

weapons, etc. Although theoretical evaluation, laboratory study, and non-nuclear

tests will eventually reduce existing gaps in understanding, full-scale nuclear

tests are essential to provide our nation with needed data on an efficient, effective,

and economically adequate time basis. Specifically, we have need to know for sound

military planning.” Operation Trumpet was cancelled by DASA due to the suspension

of funding to do research in other areas and the Marshmallow program was made the

responsibility of Field Command on 1 April, 1960 and given

800. It is to be brought to a 12 month readiness and kept

that this can be done in Oct. 1960.

the designation program

there and is anticipated

Personnel authorization dropped from 116 total on the 1st of Jan. to 86 on

30th of June, with actual assigned personnel having dropped from 113 to 97. There
.

is a request pending approval for 12 additional authorized spaces to support Vela

Uniform.



Meeting #1579, 6 January ~X~:
~-”’ “

Note that for some time the -roles and relationships of the various flG
AEC laboratories have been under discussion by the Commission and

at this this meeting the Gene-al Manager presented to the Commission

a report prepared for the JCAE on the “Fut~re rol of Atomic Energy
;

Commission Laboratories’: Generally the report seems to deal with

the national laboratories but there is an interesting paragraph on

Live rmore, wh:

personnel level

ch is also probably erroneous. “With regard to the future

for the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, at Livermore,

be

Mr. Graham said that he had understood it was to/held to 600. He

noted that the report calls for an expansion to 7Cfl or 800 by 1963 and

requested that this matter be investigated further “

/

““d. Joint Tadc Force SEVEI{ Albuquerque office ws CL:CLIIL shed

“on $5 Janua+~-J~)60 to facilitate continuity of plormin~ 02nd coorclkstflon

for” future tests. }Iowever} the transfcl.- of 171S lo@.sttccl s~~po:&
/=S

tuncti.ons fron ?7icld co~’~dj MSA to the Tcsk Force was delayed wn:tl

further &d-dcnce could be received on the status of future tes+in~. ,
. .

.

Here is a file entitled, “Hot Point, ” which covers correspondence
through

the first six months of 1960 on planned ICBM launches of Atlases
from Vandenberg

to EPG with certain of the tests called Tick Tock. n
.

,
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Acorrcspondcncc next jumps to Jan. of 1960 when DASA canceled the equipping I

(V
of t%’o Redstone missiles with iistrtlmcntation pods for test known as W-1

and W-2 which, Ibelicve, were to be done the followin~

was canceled by this TWX which stated, “Recent guidance

fall ● This effort

indicates that it

would be unwise to invest additional ~o”ney in the Willow low altitude program.”
. .

.—

/“,

.

Other folders indicate that JTF-7 and its various Task Groups were

supporting, using their equipment and facilities, other types of proj,ects

such as a Navy Mine Damage Test Program, which were unrelated to test

readiness for nuclear testing.

(Q?

Correspondence in Jan. of 1960 indicates the changes in Army Task Group

7.2 which are taking place due in part to the closeout of EPG. The Army

personnel at NTS presently assigned to DASA will be reassigned to JTG 7.2

which will now be headquartered at Arlington. The Group will now be much

smaller due to the transfer of personnel with the closeout of 13niwetok. of

interest is some of the details of the transfer of equipment which show that

about two dozen LCU”’S and LCM’S which were in JTI’-7 possession in the Pacific

aKc now befn& transferred to various I’acific Islands such as American Samoa

and also to the AEC wl)o will remain at Eniwetok in some form. Furtherrnorc,

the disposition of various military equipment on loan to tl]eAEC is detailed,

from Teller to Starbird, came on 5 January 1960, document # ‘~
‘*

The reply. -- ..... A

1 will also
which is discussed in another set of our notes,

AM.
BY-590-152,

try to get a copy of this SECRET document for our files.



The initial entry in this folder is a Iettcr from ‘1’ellcrto Starbi~d dated

5 January 1960 which lays out Livermorels feelings on the guidelines for

construction at the NTS to obtain a given readiness as well as the scientific

construction COsts versus readiness for each proposed facility. Itwould be

most useful to have a copy of this letter which is document # BY-59-152.

Teller is responding to a letter from Starbird dated 16 November requesting

information on the LRL weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site and on

gaining readiness and”the scientific construction co.=ts involved. Teller

agrees that the E.ighestpriority candidates for testing ,s!]-o,uldbe the 4ti
56 (F}f e ), the 47 mock-ups , the Arrow and the 47~<~~t. He notes the
great difference in the diagno~tics required for the fo~r<ests which leads

him to conclude that they ~annot be al~ernates in the same facilityand therefore

there is a requirement to ready four shot sites, ifind,~ed the four tests are
desired to be readied. Teller notes that Starbird had suggested that “lf equipment

and supplies were assembled to the maximum without incllrring additional

“ large new costs, and ifbasic construction work were completed, we should have
the capability of getting off the first shot in 30 to 40 days. ” Teller notes that

one item which must be accomplished in order to reach the propose=! readiness

is procurement of additional long lead time items especially coaxial cable

which will involve large new costs. Furthermore, long lead time

procurement will not attain the desired 30 to 40 day readiness unless a

certain amount of scientific construction is done immediately. Thus, a

combination of long lead time procurement and some scientific coils truction

will achieve a desired 30 to 40 day readiness. Teller iurther notes that

of the four devices, only the 47 safety shot could be done by rnid-l?cbruary

and the others might be planned as io.llo’.~: Fyfe for July, 47
w-:+. .: G’A-, -for

March, Arrow far July. The ~
f

Ui> criterion is ad ressed and Teller

makes a reconnmendation that the scaling rule of 5501VL 3 be modified to

450W1 ‘3, which he feels is adequately conservative. The message goes on to

lay out in tabular form, for the four shots the specifics of facilityto be used,

maximum yields, the projected construction times, the projected costs for

long lead time items and for construction to meet the readiness dates that

arc finally set forth. Teller recommends the cxpcncliture of about 1 million

(dollars for long lead time procurement of almost 400 thousand dolla~s of

coaxial cable and another 600 thousand dollars for scientific construction )
to be spent immediately tc attain. a rcac?iness f 40 clays for Fyfc in U1ZE07

and for the 47
Ptest in U12E03, 21 clay ;~tnc 47 safety shot in U12J01,

and 60 days for Arrow in U121309. Finally it i~’ noted that the entire test

budget for Fiscal 1960 of 4.5 million is already con~mitted \vitll more than

half of it committed to CGwboy and Lollipop and Teller recognizes that

/ : ~ ;:). l!; ‘~1’-
11
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additional funds would have to bc made available to achicvc the rccommcndcd
s~te of readiness. Finally, hc concludes !-faat since there has alrcadv been

a slippage in readiness cistcs for devices which hc considers impqrtant to
.>

our clcfcnsc posture, he feels the achicve:ncnt of the higher clcgrcc of

readiness is sufficiently important to warrant the cxpcr:ditur~~. Note that
-.. e . . . . . . -- ..1:-.. I- &&.... -C . ~<m:l-w m-, tilrc- d-ttcd 12 OC-tol>(sr 1959

.
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deeting #1579, 6 January ~~9:
—-” “

Note that for some time the roIes and relationships of the various

W

AEC laboratories have been under discussion by the Commission and

at this this meeting the General Manager presented

a report prepared for the .lCAE on the “Fut~re rol
;

Commission Laboratories’1 Generally the report

the national laboratories but there is an interesting

to the Commission

of Atomic Energy

seems to deal with

paragraph on

Livermore, which is also probably erroneous. “With regard to the future

personnel level for the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, at Livermore,

be

Mr. Graham said that he had understood it was to/held to 600. He

noted that the report calls for an expansion to 7C0 or 800 by 1963 and

requested that this matter be investigated further “

,

“’”d. Joint Taslc Force SEV’EIJ Albuquerque Office %-us cc~abli shed I
for futuxc tcstc. IIowever, the tra.xfcr of 1:1S lo@sttccJ. s~Tporti

functions fron I’icld Commnd, MSA to the

turthcr @-dc.nce could be reccivcd on the

.

covers correspondence through
I-Iere is a file entitled, “Hot Point ,“ which

the first six months of 1960 on planned ICBM launches of Atlases from Vandenberg

to EPG with certain of the tests called Tick Tock. 7-H

i



On 17 Jan. 1960, Army Task Group 7.2 lett EPG and was transferred without
-

personnel or equipment to Arlington Hall Station. In the letter which states this,

.

on 12 Feb. 60, from Gen. Duncan now Commander of JTF-7 to Herbert Loper, he also
) )

says, “In view of the extremely high cost of maintaining the EPG on a 12 month P.

WI

maintenance standby status, the uncertain future of nuclear testing within the

atmosphere and increasing interest in this area shown by other agencies, it is

recommended that the requirement for maintaining the EPG at a 12 month maintenance

standby status for nuclear testing be re-evaltiated at this time.”

A17January 1960 matter to English from Rutledge,
~-—

the only committee member .

who has not previously been associated with any Atomic Energy work, note that N!

heis convinced that the general public is both confused and alarmed about radiatirn

fallout hazards and , from this viewpoint, expresses his opinion about the’

various prcjects being brought forth for PLOWSHARE. He notes that he has

been attracted to the concept as it has already been explained

to the committee by Teller and in particular feels very strongly about the lack

of radioactive fallout which this concept is supposed to lead to. He states

“ for these reasons Iam reluctantto endorse Project Chariotas it is now planned,

4even though the project has reached an advanced stage “ the validity of the

arguments in favor of the projectby Dr. TeXle: and others is unquestioned.

To my mind, the future of the whole PLOWSHARE program is endangered if

Chariot is permitted to go ahead without having a in progress and

without being able to tellthe publid

it is the last time that conventional

purpose. “

that Chariot is entirely experimental and that

atomic bombs will be used for such a
.

42
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References made herd on _y&O t-o a preliminary development plan

for a Ou?erspace weapons test proposal which was prepared by air force

ballistic division and forwarded to -theAEC which I have taken notes on
B(

,#

‘from other files.

L

~Scveral TIVX’S that follow indicate tha~ in fact some of the purchasing is to

“be done for such things as vacuum pipes and supports, I believe for

‘radiochcmistry purposes and that digging is authorized for the U12BO? ,#fl
tunnel. A TIVXcIatcd 19 Januarv from the .%lbuquerque AEC Office to+--t .. ... . ...+<=*
DMA states that t!le estimate for Teller’s scientific construction program i

from Albuquerque is estimated to be about 2.3 million dollars as opposed i

to the 625 thousand that Teller had estimated. Overall)ALO estimates a
i
~

cost of about 3.8 million dollars as a total co meet the proposed readiness i
dates and it includes the 2.3 million just mentioned as well as a premium

;
J

to meet the scheduIe dates, money for “expansion of Area 12 Camp and

increased operations costs. As for the ca,ble procurement, ALO is proceeding

to order the additional coaxial cable to meet the needs of LRL program.

A TWX from Sam Howell of H&N to ALC on 19 January gives the estirriates

for the four locations to meet t!~c LRL schedule. In each case the,. on-going

and already authorized work and its cost as well as the additional costs” ire

listed. These are the.costs which were the basis for the ALO TIVX to D>LA

on the same date. .%pproximatcly 2 million dollars of tunnel cons~ruction

for the four tunnels is in progress, an additional 2. 3 wouid be required for

what is called additional scientific work, and the grand total of 4. 3 million

dollars to ready the four tunnels d~ not include approximately a 20?’U

increase to meet the proposed LRL schcclulc. Furthermore, ‘there woulci be

some problems in coordinating the activities involved in preparation for

Cowboy /IIobo and tile hlarshmcllow program in U12E01. Furthermore,

to cqancl the facilities to handle this effort,.approximately 1.4 million

dollars ~vould bc required.

There is a largjc amount of corrcsponclcncc that follows where various
i

schcclulcs arc considcrccl th:~t ~i~ould not rncct ti~c Nfay 25 readiness date i

but which \voulcl also not incur the prcmil]m cost Clue to a Spccclcclup Schcclulc

and SUCII ihings as an L.RL rcclucst for author iz;~tion for clircct procurement

of tllccoaxial and diagnostic cables tl)rou:l]their own channels is granted

by ALO.



A 19 Jan. 60 frotn Starbj.rd to Hertford arid the labs discusses the status Gf
● 4

possible high altitude tests. In addition to the Willow tests, he notes a 30 Sept. ~e

59 letter from Teller proposes that the AEC labs conduct their own outerspace

.dernonstration of calibration shot at 100,000 kilometers with a Tuba carried on a

3-stage Atlas fired from the EPG. Starbird says a 5 Nov. 59 DASA letter forwarded

an ARDC proposal for an outerspace test (prepared by AFBMD) similar “in nearly all

respects to Dr. Teller’s proposal, and asks AN to recounnendif DOD should proceed with

planning and engineering therefore.” Starbird sets forth his proposal for cooperating

with the DOD by agreeing to provide the warhead and diagnostic packages .for the 2 highest

Willow tests and encouraging the DOD to proceed with the planning and engineering studies

for the outerspace shot as proposed by ARDC. Starbird says that “except for

organizational concept and assignment of responsibilities this will accomplish the

purpose of Dr. Teller’s proposal.” Starbird sees ALOO and Sandia as the principal

organizations involved in these efforts and requests the addresses to comment on his

plans by 26 Jan. so he can communicate with the DOD.

.



d
Ltr Q1 Jan 60j from Loper (Ch, NK) to ~~ccone (Ch, A~Cl:------ . .. .
Notes Presliicnt’s rcccnt announccncnt pertaining to test rnorato~iurn
and says time may be to prcnare joint AF.C-DOD requirements of weapons

h

I
for testing a.r?dplan for un~crground series so approval may be obtained

~0 initiate preps reqciring funds and effort. Stresses need to plan
for underground series. .!

.“

AEC never really answered above until Starbird - Loper ltr in~uly 60——
after “events hid made such specific test planning less worthwhile”.

A draft reply from Ch, AEC in April (not sent) noted hVS preps for
7 or 8 priority shots and response tines ranging iron 2 to 18 IIIOS. for
other shots mentioned by Loper. (h’otcsrecent e~fents “make it inappro-
priate at this time to submit specific proposals for early testing.”) .

{

Beginning here I will discuss the DASA administrative files from calendar year

60. The first item of interest, dated 22 Jan= I believe I’ve taken notes on
yp
Q ‘VJ

elsewhere. It is a memo for the Chairman of the JCS, DDR&E, and the MLC from James

Douglas, Deputy Sec. of Defense on “Nuclear Weapons Development and Weapons Effects

Programs.” The addressees are requested to view their current study and experimental

programs on nuclear weapons effects and apply the following guidance: If realization

of useful results depends fully on actual tests underwater or in the atmosphere, these

programs should be suspended. If realization of useful results depends on outer space

or underground testing, they should be continued for the present in the planning or

preparatory stages with attention given to design and testing of instrumentation.

~K5
If useful data can be obtained by theoretical, computational, or simulation methods

or by low order detonations as defined by the AEC, increased emphasis should be

placed on these approaches.

I



Kceting #1583, 22 JanuarQ 60 and Notes of discussions of the Plowshare Program

ind Project Oilsand on 12 and 22 January: [C
,.

: ‘-

The Plowshare program discussions on 12 January included [im Rccvcs,

Gerry Johnson and ALOO consultants Beers, Maxcy and Ncwma rk.

the Plowshare advisory committee had advised going ahead with Gnome

and, after discussing in great detail with the Comrnissioners the potential

safety problems with contamination of the aq~ifer and earthquake problems

and so forth, the ALOO consultants seem to be saying that the probability

of hazards was negligible and therefore recommending approval of the

tests from the hazards standpoint. Another Plowshare project, Qilsand,

a project to recover oil from tar sands in the Athabasca area of Alberta,

CAnada, by heating with a nuclear device explo=ion, was discussed at

some length with Jerry Johnson, Philip Farley and representatives of

Richfield Oil Company present on 22 January. The initial oil sand test

was to use a device whereas Richfield believed that

would provide an economical return. Richfield further “commented “’That

they believed that the Canadian Government was waiting for the U. S. to

go ahead with the Gnome project before granting approval for the Oilsand

experiment. Mr. McCone said that the U. S. had insisted at the Geneva

negotiations that peaceful uses of nuclear energy be exclut~ed from any

prohibitions on testing, and he believed that this reservation was recognized .

at least in principle, by the Russians and would be included in any agreement

reached at Geneva. The Chairman commented that he thought in a relatively

short time the Geneva ncgotians wou Id indicate on(.\vay or the oth<”r whether

wc could proceed with the Gnome project. “

I 05
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In the 22 January Commission meeting, Plowshare was su-nm;drized at

some length, with Luedecke summarizing the finding of the ALOO

consultants who concluded that the tests could be conducted safely and

the details and time scale and funding requirements for the Gnome project

were then set forth.

Advisory Committee

Mr. English reviewed the words that the Plowshare

had provided, following their 14-15 January 1960

meeting, with the recommendations: “That each Plowshare detonation

be highly instrumented; that the Project Gnome shot be detonated at the

earliest date consistent with the International situations; that the Ditchdigger

program be initiated as soon as possible in order to demonstrate Ditchdigger

principles by the time the Chariot detonations are carried out; and that the

bio-environmental survey work for’project Chariot be continued at its

present level but no further expanded. “ In further discussions of Chariot,

“Mr. McCone thought the plans were getting ahead of reality and referred

to a psychological attitude building up in the public against activities which

would place additional fission products in the atmosphere. . . . . . The Chairman

said that before the AEC could proceed with Chariot there would be problems

with the White House, Congress, State and other Federal Agencies. He

thought it would be alright to continue with the ecological survey, but there

should be no other shot preparation. Mr. Floberg

ecological survey alone was worth the money being

The Commission decision at this meeting were to:

with site preparation and construction for Gnome,

said hc believed the

spent for Chariot. “

Approve proccccling

which w{)ulfl”bc$ nl.adt:

.

public by a rclcasc at the time that the bids went out for sit(~ prt,p:~rations;

106
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I

approved proceeding for preparations for bio-environmental survey for

Project Chariot during the summer of 1960; approved an HE scaling

program; and noted that the Livermore Lab will continue the study in

development of the Ditchdigger device and probably undertake preliminary

field work for an experiment in late FY 1961. Also it was noted the

State Department should be informed of the plans for Gnome and chariot

and their advice sought as to whether to proceed with Ditchdigger.

r
‘1..

22 Jan. 60,dJ-3 Report: Information is that JTF-7 was assigned to DASA on
LA. ‘.””-

{OV. 59, with Brig. Gen. George Duncan as corrmander of JTF-7 as of now. Pf

~ Millian i-iutchesonof Field Comand will report to JTF-7 as Chief of Staff on

‘eb. 60 and relieve Duncan as Conunander when Duncan is detached probably
not

—

../~Taschek replied to these proposals on 22 Jan. 60 to Bradbury stating that “appropriate

~ --—
arrangements be made on the 2 Willow detonations for coordination with Vela detection

capability,” and suggesting that the outerspace test be moved to well outside the earth’s

dipole magnetic field, perhaps 150,000-200,000 kilometers.

r
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69Liver-more’sreply from Gerry Johnson, to DNA on 26 Jan. began by stating that

— -~ L(!?
the Willow and the outerspace test had to be treated separately since the objectives

of Willow are high altitude effects and weapons test evaluation, whereas the objectives

of the outerspace test are to develop a capability within the AEC’S Iabs for such

testing. He cites Her&ford’s letter to Starbird on 17 Nov. 59 as representing

Livermorets feelings about the AEC’S participation in the Willow test. As for the

Outerspace test, Livermore disagrees with the division of responsibility set forth

5y Starbird since the development of any testing capability is a responsibility of the

UZC and the military participation would appear in its appropriate place as one of

:he support elements.

40

The LASL reply to Starbird’s ProPosal ._..__._on 26 Jan. came from Bradbury and did not ~~ v

disagree as strongly with some of Starbird’s proposals for communication with theDOD.

Bradbury however said he was pessimistic about the organizational .formt,
urging the

wc to retain control over fusing and firing, and expressing the feeling that a number

of the details of the technical side of the system and the technical ob~ectlves

. . of

the operation would have to be worked out in the future.

fan. 6U memo (COPB 4518, Rev. 1) from 1?.A. Boyric discusses cable requirements
—-----

Succotash and shows the expanded concept of the pro~ram, which now includes CJJ
(and planning for all 3 of i j k tunnels), CHIFFON in U12e.03, BUTLER in U12b.09,

1.

#
● :1
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The Sandia reply came

DASA should be notified

-

6/)
on 27 Jan. and, for the Willow tests felt that the Chief ~g

that the AEC would provide a package containing the warheads

and associated arming, firing and diagnostic systems with the understanding that the

&‘-tests would be conduct” as a joint AEC-DOD test for both weapons effects and diagnostic

system calibration purposes. As for the outerspace test, Sandia feels strongly that

whereas the DOD would provide and control the launch vehicle and do certain other site

selection, planning and preparation, the AEC would have overall test direction and

would insure the scientific objectives of the tests were met. Briefly, “a space test

of a nuclear device for AEC development of proof test purposes must be planned and

conducted with AEC in the saddle if the test is to have any reasonable chance of meeting

fts

the

objectives. The same statement applies to the calibration or prove-in shots for

AEC diagnostic system.”

27Jan. 60, J-6 Report: The mothballing of EPG (Operation Switch) is essentially
~...-- ‘-----

:omplete. The post shot exploratory drilling program in Area 3 at the NTS has been

:ompleted, with data evaluation to follow when possible.

NOTE: As ofthis date;as had been increasing for some time, most of the real ,.

tctivity involving LASL people at NTS revolved around the reactor and rocket test

hcilities. This wo~k was supported by virtually all the groups involving almost

ill the effort of J-7, J-8, J-12, J-17, J-18, and J-19. As for J-10, a large

]ortion of their work is in data analysis and coding of various weapons problems.

)-11 is involved in radio chemical matters. J-13 may have gone out of business

It about this time. J-15 is doing calculational work in a number of areas having

to do with weapons diagnostics and effects, as well as the physics of stars, and

;ome instrumentation work. J-16 was involved very heavily in instrumentation work

md some pure physics. Also, about this time work activity in a particular local

irca project began to build up.



A 28 January 1960 mer~o ~mm II & N to AEc
~.

your five hundred foot
esttiate for pmpar~

+ Q5 ,000 for a completion
the estimates are: 4$,

crash pmg~ to be
completed by 15 May”

in Albuque~ue g

holes in Area 3

~atc of 15 J~e

ives the

for WL

ma $71$

cost

and

.,000 for a

1,.

A 29 January 1960 Memo by Col.. Byrne for the 4950tlI Commander’ s Notebool<

—— B& ~

‘j
notes that during lhc previous wecl{ dcfi]]i~cinfor]nation from Field Comrnand/13ASA

was reccivcd that Opcratio]l TRUh4PE’~ is canccllcd aJId lhat }VJLLO1’/ will

●

probably also be cancclIed.
Also notcclis tlIatCol. Rose is cliscussing with

PMR tl~c possibility of a Iivc JAGUAR Iauncll on tl~c Pacific Missile Range.

Cross-referenced here of interest is a letter from Walske who was in the

U.S. delegation in Geneva to Mr. Gardner at AEC headquarters on 29 Jan.
1960.

on the “conference on d iscontinuance of nuclear weapons test” and th is

iS field under “20[ Wa[ske. ”

I

Bly
I

1
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The information herein begins in

is au early ,draft of the “Development

late 1959 and the first item of inter sc .~..
—- . F

and Funding Plan for High Altitllde Vela,”

distributed on about 1 Feb. 60 by Taschek. The development program for the

satellite packages includes low altitude and deep space probes. The important ~ /Yf

recommendations are as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

That R & D satellite launchings begin which, after the 4th successful flight,

should have determined a prototype detection system. This will produce the

end item about 3 years after program inception.

Direct-support flights be flown by Nike-Cajun rockets, deep

(609A1), and Aerobee-300 rockets.

That the technical control of the project be divided into 3

space probes

approximately

separable areas of pay load, vehicle, and ground communication.

That, as the program progresses, intensive consideration be given to adapting

the detection system to the problems of obtaining weapons diagnostics

information.

The various types of detection capabilities to be attempted and instrumentation

equipment, methods, etc. are detailed at some length with some specifics of the

development and testing of these methods. Also, there is a listing of proposed

rocket firings for payloads to aid in Vela Hotel satellite development. The

first series would begin 1 May 60 with Nike-Cajun rockets be fired to about

100 mile altitudes from Fort Churchill (perhaps). Deep space probes would

be fired concurrently and beginning shortly thereafter by AFSLJC on the 609A-1

rockets from Cape Canaveral, providing altitude capability Creater than 30,000

miles. A third capability which may or may not be needed would bc the Aerobce-

300 rockets which could be launched from Wallops or Eglin to about 300 mile

altitu<e~ beginning about 1 Aug. The deep space 609 test could begin on 11 May.
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Botn J-Division end.P-Divis ion report on their accompliskmnts md ~tatus

of the development of the packages for Vne ‘Jilla Sierra and Villa Hotel pro~ram

respectively. P-Division reports on the second of a series of four ili~fit~ of

their instrmentation aboard Atlas launched f’mm Cspe Cauweri?J on 11 Fe-iJ. 19600

This particular flieht carried. in the pods a two-c rJstal proton tele~copc md

EL ganma-ray Pnoswich’t Counter. The data received was recorfi.edat &rnund stations

at Canaveral, .’~tigua, and Ascencion island and looks satisfactory. Also, data

reduction is pmceedi.n& on the countin+g rate versus altitude data ihmn tilethree

neutron counter fli@ts from Tonqsh.

,..
program letter from Teller to Shute on 2 Feb. 1960 opens with some

*.~ .

the main problem which is the lack of testing: no nuclear tests

The next

discussion Gf

have now taken place for almost a year and a half. Any estimate of the probability

of their resumption either this year or next involves considerable uncertainty.

Therefore, the lab must make plans to cover the situation both in case of a resumption
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of nuclear tests, and a failure to resume

an agreement on control. In general, the

in the development of nuclear weapons, of

in a later section, can proceed only at a

nuclear weapons

position of the

tests, with or without

lab is that progress

the vari~ies which will be described

very much slower rate if nuclear

weapons tests are not resumed (at least underground)” in the near future. Some

very important kinds of weapons involving really new ideas camot be developed

at all if no nuclear tests are allowed. ,However, the lab considers its function

to be the most rapid development of nuclear weapons under whatever circumstances

may be dictated by national policy.” In a lengthy discussion of the weapons

development and weaponization programs, it is stated that currently, “Just under

1/2 of the direct effort devoted to the program of nuclear devices and warheads

is expended in the weaponization phase. We expect it will be necessary for this

percentage to grow to rather more than half by Sept. 1960. (This would be if

testing were not resumed.) Hopefully the weaponization effort would then become

more efficient and the percentages could be reversed back into a majority in the

development of advanced designs.

Under the major heading of test planning and develop~ent, Livermore*s assumption

that a resumption of weapons testing will have tests being only underground and

completely

outerspace

technology

contained is noted, with the exception of a later possibility of

tests. “An increasing degree of confidence in underground diagnostic

has also developed, and a continuing program of theoretical and

experimental work will further increase the reliability and capability of our

diagnostic techniques. We are continuing the excavation of tunnels at NTS to

provide shot sites for yields up to about 30 kt. Preparation of specific shot

sites has proceeded up to a point where the next step is scientific construction,

particularly installation of diagnostic cables and bunker operating facilities.

During the next two years, if such testing resumes, underground sites for testing

in the 100-200 kiloton range can be constructed and used.”
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The lab! Succotash readiness progran is presented i.n some detail with the

first shots to be a safety and a proof shot[ and tests 1

/ to be the highest priority tests to come sometime later. Specific programs

in the development of diagnostic instrwnentation detectors, techniques, data

retrival systems, etc. are presented.

In the area of outerspace, “a feasibility study has demonstrated that such testing

is practical and useful. A proposal for a test to establish the method has been

submitted to DI%4 by LRL. After authorization to proceed, we estimate that in

b
18 months a test at 100,000 from the earth’s surface could be carried out to

((

calibrate the new techniques required fcr measuring yield, transit time, and other

device properties.” It is noted that this program go ahead would require the

lab increasing its technical staff to support it.

The following are specific sections discussing program which allow some

progress in weapons technology without being allowed to test: conputing machines,

code development, flash x-ray and linear accelerators, f’ hydrogen equation

of state, and materials development. /
i

<

Further program discussions address the Plowshare program to which a great

deal of space is given, and the program for detection of underground nuclear

explosions which includes planning and work underway for the Lollipop test in

granite. Also details of the Cowboy program underway are presented.

.
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4(3 @A message from Starbird to Hertford with information to the labs on 3 Feb. notes

—-—.
that he is more or less carrying out the proposal that he had proposed a couple of weeks

earlier and indicating AEC agreement to provide warheads and diagnostic packages for the

2 highest Willow shots and recommended the DOD to proceed planning for outerspace

experiments along the lines described in the ARDC plan. Starbird notes that Willow

planning is going ahead for shots in the fall of 61 with the DOD point of contact

>eing ABMA and that he feels the organizational responsibilites and command and control

Lines of authority can be worked out later if approval for the tests is granted. As

~or the outerspace proposal, AFBND is handling this planning and ALOO is requested

zo have the labs to proceed with the engineering and development planning for an

UZC package to contain the warhead, arming, fusing, firing, safing, diagnostic equipment,

md related telemetry and data analysis for such a shot.

1

Aeeting #1590, 4 February 1960:
m~~

Al fi
Further discussionof the Gnome shot and Plowshare gives a summary ~~; Owe

of the objectives: “(l)To exp~ore the feasibility of concluding nuclear

explosi-{eenergy into latent heat which would be available for the production

of electric power; (2) To investigate the feasibilityof recovering from

mtural salt useful isotopes produced by nuclear explosives; and (3) To —.
\

extent knowledge about characteristics of an underground explosion in a

medium (mtural salt)having physical properties in marked contrast

to the only medium (volcanic tuff)for which such information is presently

available.“ Also note that the Commission feltat this meeting that it

probably would notbe possible to conducts Ditchdigger experiment in the
.

near future, at least where the entire configuration of the tunnel and

instru-nentation could be open for inspection.
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Here is a message from Starbird to Hertford,

~~ LG
Bradbury, and Ifolnaron 9 Feb. which

——

notes that there will be a meeting of the “principals” in the next 10 days to decide

what detection system and R & D programs will go forward and whose general responsibility

they will be. He discusses the several types of test detection systems under consideration

and his understanding of the status and responsibilities as well as what is to be

determined in the near future for each of the systems. AS for as detecting hi~h

altitude tests by ground station detectors, the direct optical and fluorescence systems

~uld be part of the first step and he sees LASL as taking responsibility for this

entire task. As for test detection by satellite, there is a review underway of the

detailed proposal which the “principals” will probably not decide on until late spring.

He feels MC responsibility would be limited to instrumentation development for this

particular system. As for seismic detection, AFTAC has asked Sandia to participate

with Bell labs in a study by 15 April on the operational feasibility of using unmanned

seismic stations to supplement the manned control posts. Following this effort, AFTAC

may requests further assistance from Sandia but D14Ahas made it clear that this must

be on a completely reimbursable basis.

On 9 Feb. 60, Agnew sent a document entitled “Test Proposals,” No. AW-655

to all members of the FSC (Fission Weapons Committee). This most interesting and

lengthy document was drawn up as requested by the director and the proposals for

tests and experiments are grouped under three headings: future stockpile;

experiments; and non-stockpile applications. The list of specific devices and

experiments and some explanations of the objectives following each is submitted

to each of these individuals with tileexpectation that the proposals will be

discussed at a future FWC meeting. For information I will list the specific

devices and experiments

specific comments where

under each of the major headings, perhaps with some

they are very important;

phenonemoloCy (specifically, neutron and X-ray
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,,...

effect); calibration shots; seismic decoupling.

Non-stockpile application: Transuranic element production; Orion.’

Agnew and the other authors then conclude “We believe that we should plan

for a test series which tests at the rate of about 1 device per month. The

following test sequence is submitted with the dates being dependent on starting

planning in the immediate future. The proposed tests are grouped in blocks with

the idea that any 1 device in a block could be available during that time period.’t

The list then following contains 3 different suggestions for a test for each month

beginning in May of 1960 and running monthly thru Ja . of 61.

cc
7)
L -.’:’1.’x.)--~o ~/~j-.*->.2 .4<(<,.“:,LZ”ZLJ

( T /
Following along these lines of setting out the LASL specific de;ices and

experiment~ “ch might be done, here are some most interesting draft documents

datedc+
K’henumbers are DIR-1554 and 1555 and I have made extracted

copies of them for our classified files and nested 54 within 55. They seem to

have been originally written by the director and are in response to a 2 Mar.

message from Starbird to the labs which indicates that the chairman of the AEC

intends to visit each lab to carry on discussions with the senior staff on certain

specific problems, particularly the labsr” needs and proposals for underground testing

as well as weapons programs if no testing is permitted. It is not clear that these

pages, here in draft form, ever got anything but internal lab distribution, and

the extracts are filed under

understanding the directors

the effect of the moratorium

“Moratorium Readiness” and are extremely useful in

feelings about testing and weapons developments and

on the laboratory and certain moratorium activities

as well as the future of LASL. It is imperative that this document be read in

writing about the AEC activities and LASL philosopily and activities in particular

in this period of time. Of particular interest is Bradbury’s view that the test

division is virtually completely tied up in Rover testing at this time and to

support weapons testing would be extremely difficult with tl~epresent lab
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capabilities. His informal list of those underground tests and experiments as

well as such other things as orion which LASL would think of doing if they could

Bradbury’s statements

on the laboratory’s momentum and personnel and budgeting within the moratorium as

to how this momentum has changed with no testing possible and how he feels if

might change in the next few years, is particularly interesting. He is very

specific about the kinds of questions and objectives and decisions that he feels

should be raised and detailed in order to better define the direction of the

laboratory for the immediate future and to better utilize the personnel. Also,

his views on the need to maintain specific devices and capabilities in readiness

for testing are very significant and his estimates of the difference between

maintaining something of a well-defined readiness capability vs. just carrying

on the weapons development and keeping people busy. Finally, in the area of

seismic detection, he clearly sees very little involvement in this by LASL

personnel.

I

I



$TWX dated 9 Fcbr[l=19(,0 from Starbird to Hertford, Teller and 13rac?bury.
-.SW ... ,...

, ~atc group is O’)2031Z l!!c~. 60. Nu]nbcr is Sierra 65. Starbird notes m ,e/

Teller’s rccommcnc]ations for an NTS readiness status for the four shots
z.

P/”/ /
. ●Z

discussed above and lists his own beliefs as to the target readiness status

which are the 47 safety shot at 21 days beginning on 15 April,

test at 40 days beginning
‘he 47m

15 June, the Arrow at 60 days beginning 15 JU-N37

and the I?yfe at 40 days beginning 25 July. Starbird authorizes excavation

to be accomplished, ‘equipment requiring long lead time to be purchased,

installation of diagnostic main cable runs, and other construction necessarv

to reach the just mentioned readiness dates within the follo~ving cost ceiling:

no more than 3.3 million dollars is allocated and must be costed within FY 60.

As for Starbird2 feelings about Teller’s recommendations to revise the

scaling law to 4501V ~/J Starbird agrees with such change if LRL indeed feels

“that this \villensure tha’tthere is no escape of any si~nificant zadioacti-.-ity

and that itis not satisfactory merely to state that no significant radioactivity

will be carried off-site. Starbird notes the current talk about a threshold

test ban where shots with a signal lower than 4. 75 on the Richter scale would

be permitted and he requests LRL to inform him i.r there are ar.y preparations

on-going for shots that would not fit in this category. Starbird addresses

possible LASL desires for readiness preparations at IJTS. .And 1 quote

from this paragraph, ::’As I discussed with Bradbury last v;eek, the Commission
made availab]e some .‘7million dollars ?.dditional for possible use by L.ASL.

This would be used to advance LASL readiness to fire in the 500ft hoies”already

excavated at NTS. ltis my understanding, Dr. Bradbury \’.’illconsult shorily

with ALO and propose some plan for advanced readiness of LASL essential

shots, which should be fired on a relatively short time scale aiter any clearance

to fire was granted. It is also my understanding that this plan may recommend

excavation of one or more of the deep holes earlier nlanncd. . . . I wish to have

you emphasize that this readiness preparation does not constitute any indication

real or implied that a series will bc carried out. It is rather an extension of

our efforts aimed at a more advanced rezdiness status. It is desired that

no, repeat no, pub~icity be given to this authorization for acided work at XTS.

If questions should arise necessitating answer, this should be explained as

merely continuation of work to retain site reaclincss.“



11 Feb. 60 memo (COPAC 60-2) from Knapp documents changed Succotash as presently
I

approved by DMA: I
●

U12j .01 Ready Date: 15 Apr. 60 Cht1I
U12e.03 40-day readiness by 15 June

t
U12b.09 60-day readiness by 15 June

U12e. 07 40-day readiness by 25 July

TO the extent necessary to meet this schedule, certain construction including

excavation, long-lead item purchase, main drift diagnostic cable installation, etc. -

was authorized. Knapp emphasized these preparations were solely to achieve a

more advanced readiness status and were no indication, real or implied, that a

test series would be carried out.

Here is the letter from Brad5ury to Hertford on ~~=ry 1960 entitled

“NTS Preparations for Possible Resumption of A’uclcar Testing’[ and

numbered DIR 1547. .The lctter,in general, gives the LASL feeling that they

would like to attempt to resume weapons testing perhaps 3 or 4 months after

a Prcsic3cntial announcement authorizing such. Bradbury notes that the

Lab has a fcw items in the less than 1 kiloton but a number of items also

ranging from 1 to 30 kilotons that the Lab would desire to test. He notes

also that the present hole inventory at INcvada is barely suitable for 1 kiloton

shots. He feels generally in order to allow tests tobe performed witl~inabout
l-c.

3months after GO the holes at Nevada nlus~fcleepenccland perhaps an inventory

of a minimum of { hole cachat about 500, 400,1100 and 1S00 feet would be

one possibility. He notes the great conflict in clcmands for personnel that would

‘ensul>should weapons testing begin soon since the same people wou!d bc

involved in the Rover and the lVcapons Test Program and it is not clear whc:.her

1 n4 ‘.. ~ !7., ~= ~-~,,8 .* . . .
,9

● .
[4g ;’:;.~ ‘j~J ‘) ~~:,$

.“ .....—-.... - “- . id r,2 ~[.;

one alternative would win out over another. Bradbury simply asks for
ii{

ALO’s feelings on the LASL concept of this hole development.

. .
A“’~2 February memo from Hohncr of the Las Vegas Branch of ALO to--—L-- --~*
Recco, authorizes the ‘Rccco work to begin on the four LRL tunnel sites

with the completion dates as given by Starbird in his above message.

It is stressed that the costs for the work must not exceed 3.3 million dollars

and must bc within I?Y 60 and also that the Area 12 Camp may be expanded

with additional temporary construction funds of not more than 510 thousand

dollars. A TWX dated 18 l?cbruary from Allairc of ALO to Kelly of Holmes
~md N.?rver is apparently in response to Bradbury ’s letter and requests

., - -n.l .CIICCIUICS for complctin~ cased holes
--t< ..ol,r



azuu

.C_~ 13 I’cbruary France exTlodcs atmf.c bomb in Sahara, C,q !

becoming four~h atcmic power. I
.- 1

A 15 Feb-r_.x,v~_reply from Recco to the AEC following their authorization

to begin digging work for the four LRL tunnel sites notes that the readiness

dates previously discussed were based on a 1 February authorization and

since 15 days have passed since then, the only way to meet those schedules
iS at the cost of an additional 150 thousand dollars for premium work hours.

Furthermore, the readiness date for U12E03 of 15 June in the AEC authorization

is assumed to be an error based on past discussions and they arc assuming

that the 15 July readiness date Was intended. The 510 thousand dollars

allotted for expansion of the Area 12 camp is noted as being sufficient if
arrangements are made between the .41ZC and the 6th -Army for loan from

Camp Desert Rock of ‘necessary structures and equipmei.t to construct

. the additional temporary facilities. Without such loan, the use of “transahomes”

till probably reach a total” cost of approxi~tely 800 thousand dollars.

Further Reeco notes that although theywcre told to expend the funds within

fiscal year 1960, the latest completion date is actually 25 July or fis”cal year

.1961 and they request clarification. —

429
A 15 February letter from Headquarters ARDC to Headquarters Air Force .

-

on the subject of maintenance and capability to conduct overseas tests notes =/1
O PC

Smong other things that there are six B-57D aircraft modified for high

altitude cloud sampling . Of these, one was destroyed in a crash, three are

assigned to ADC and the other two are no Ionger in the active Air Force Inventory;

no information is available on the present capability of the three remaining

B aircraft to adequately accomplish the high altitude cloud sampling requirement.

Notes in a file entitled, “Pod Recovery Test” indicate that JTF-7 and

in particular Task Group 7.3 supported a series of tests off the Florida Cti

Coast in Feb. and Mar, of ‘1960 which evaluated various methods of locating

and recovering pods. This would be a rehearsal and a way of testing various

configurations for recovering pods which are planned to be ejectcd from

missiles at high altitudes where their impact points may be widely separated

on the open sea. This is in relation to the plans for f)oerationWillow.—— —. ... --.— — -

I

I



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DEFENSE ATOM ICSUPPORT AGENCY

.-. WASH INGJTON 25, D.C. ‘w
,.

,’ ADDR139 REPLY TO: 1
THC CHIEF. DEFcNSE ATOMIC
6UPPORT AGENCY

+ ~ DMVWII %?0 16 February l@

SURJECT:

-—-- ““’” ---

Relationships between Headquartersj DASA and JTF-SEVZN

.

Commander ,’ -.-””,. . ---
Joint Task Force-ShWi
Arlington Hall Station
Arlington 12, Virginia ~ .

/“”
/“- .

/

1. JG3 Sta<’f Memorandum 1209-59, &ted .27 November 1959, which

assigned JTF-SEVEI? as a subordinate command of the DASA, directed r-e
to implement the DOD portion of the recommendations contnin=i in the

report of the Study Group on the Organization for Future Test @err.-

tions. I feel that it Is necessary for m?,” as well as responsible
members “of the Headquarter, DASA, ~taff to rem.nin knowled~c:lblc cG~A-

cerning the plannin~ and operational capabilities of J’I’F-SIXh’as well

as in areas of manpower and budSctary requirements. To this end, all

matters concerning proposed crmnges to programmed expenditures e.-.dall

matters which my detract from your ability to accortpli~h the JTF-SI1,’H;
mi6sion will be coordinated with this headquarters.

2. Except for items in above paragraph, you and your st.tif are
authorized the freedom of action necessary in conducting routine day-
t~-day work and coordination with elements of the lli.litaryDep~rtizcnCs
and other governmental a~encies to accomplish your mission and assure
a smooth transition of JTF-SEVEIi from a non-testing to a testir~g pericd.
The fact is well recognized within Hq, DHj that JT’F-SL~~J maY.or ~~~Y.
mot remain under my operational control during the build-up and opera-
tional phases of a test period.

3. The contents of this letter have been brought to the attention
of the HqJ DASA, 8taff. c /’

EINARII N. PLIKIR
Rear Admiral, UG{
chief, IMSA

—-—-. ——-.. a---- ...-..,,- -.... . ....... .. . . . ... . . . . . .,



An ~8 I?cbruary letter-from Schuelcr of Liverrnore to ALO documents the

fact that LRL is indeed spending money, in this case 521 thousand dollars , kflto procure their own coaxial cabling.

“LJti,

1A e~ary 60 Mess%e fmrn Starbim to the two Lab’s Directom list eleven

.

‘;!p

devices for J&jL and Livemore with re~y dates ~i~ fmm J~y thm~~l l((,ve~lber

~d =ks the Laboratories to verify that these devices cotid indeed bc ready for

test ~ in those months.

J/$\

A QFcbruary memo from Hohner of the Las Vegas Branch to AIIaire of

ALO ~==ubject of Readiness for It’capons Testing and among other

things notes that .ALO gave verbal permission for Reec; to continu; with

construction work on Work Orders for safety tunnels U12J <&I on 12 February.
1)

A 22 February TIVX from Holmes & Narver to ALO gives the projected

costs and comp~etion dates for finishing the casinc the four vertical holes
Ad “as WC1l as completing the surface facilities and hoist installations for the

four holes. The digging and casing costs are O, 100K, 172K and 31OK
respectively for the 500, S00, 1210 and 1800 foot holes. The schedules are

existing, 102 days, 148 days and 237 days, respectively to complete the
casing. The surface facilities and hoist installations would cost additional

money on the order of 3 million dollars total for the four

require up to about 9 months from authorization.

64
The reply from Bradbury to Starb ird on 25 February 1ist—.. ..4

esthnatcs can be ready an~lerc from May thnm@l nine months

holes and would

six dcvice~ ‘Alictl IASL

ai%cr a ciccis ion to ji:,e)a

test. Only two of them are the same as two of the five in tt~clist ju~t sent out

by Starbird, with the other four be~ ncw additions that LASL feel.~ arc more 1ikcly

to be ready in the near future or more desin?ble for testinE.
Br@burY discusses

-...

tests at some len@h, emphaSi zing the possible p=>-.]’>!:,;Ir .1
I

the \

i’J’:J”~~‘L ‘“-’“t:: below a statuto~ limit. He says “in gene~ we are
ext rmely worried :

\

about requirir!

be rmrmlysed in terns of

the same senctity-or even

tests to stay under some statuto~ limit

TYU.M, any actu$l test series will have to

the practic~ limits which face one. If these l-~lts have

more -than

femiliar, there is going to be some

~he:it

the one pound criterion with tiicilyou are

f airDJ cold and drippinG pemp~rat ion at shot

I
I



Note that projected budget estimates for FY-61 sent to Headquarters JTF-7 in

the spring of 1960~indicate that Task Group 7.3 still requires money for operations
~-” -

in FY 61 and here is a letter dated 24 Feb. 1960 from the Commander of Task Group

7.3 (signed by T.M. Blockwick, acting Chief of Staff) which states, “The primary J?
mission of Task Group 7.3 in support of JTF-7 operations includes the precise

positioning of target ships as well as mooring, ship salvage and diving operations.

To maintain this and other capabilities required for the successful accomplishment

of tasks assigned during overseas atomic tests, it is essential that a continuing

training program be pursued. This is particularly important in view of the high

degree of readiness required in the minimum length of time which might be expected

for a build up and preparation.” Other correspondence indicates that a D.M. Tryee

may be the Commander and that the Task Croup is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

The budget is quite modest requesting $36,500 for FY 1960.

Here is a piece of correspondence in the SecretaW’s files which may not
.

be documented elsewhere and whichis important enough to note. Itis to
-.

the Chairman of the Commission on 24 February 60 from Kistiako\vsky
~fT—

Who was then the Presidentst scientific Advisor and it says:” The

President has asked me to inforr-nyou and Secretary Gates that he considers

a vigorous and continuing research and development program on the

detection of underground and high altitude explosions to be a. matter of high

priority and that he hopes the ilOD and the AEC will find it possible to

finance this program for FY 61 within their existin~ budgets. I am forwarding

a copy of this Ietterto Secretary Herter. “



feeting with NASA Representatives, 24 February 1960:
—.. .,

At this Commission meeting, ~ Keith Glennan , the Administrator of
N@

NASA and several of his staff were in attendance aml the Col~~missionc-rs

covered a wide range of items where thcl:e was mutual intcr(,st and interaction

i

107 i

.
I

{
.

;.
.- ..-,..

between the Commission and the NASA. ” Among those things discussed

were nuclear hazards in space, potential capabilities for measurement

of background radizt ion with satellites, the VELA Project which would

address the satellites, Project Rover, etc.

A letter from Hertford to Brac?bury 011 25 February as well as a T}\~X”’frorn
c—— -=%.. . .V ;

E3ertforcl to Starbird on 25 17ebruary docuinent the ALO plans to meet the

LASL requirements for NT’S readiness construction. Hertford plans to deepen

‘one of the existing 500 foot holes to 800 ,feet, start drilling C! t~vo holes to
-?a depth o /200. feet and the depth will be cieterxmined by the constraints of

wfunding an completion ~vithin this fiscal year, order tlvo hoists suitab]c for

1800 foot depths, and order long loacl tilne items for the surface facilities.

The holes will be cased \vitll the casing for the 1200 foot holes put in, in a

temporary way. Hertforcl requests LASL to furnish ALC) with hole criteria .
and hoist infor~-.mtion as early as possible to get the most out of the construction

funds and the time available. Furthernlore, Hcrtford tells 13ra(lbury that he

will discuss with Starbircl the possibility of LASL using a tunnel.

dlq

In Hertfor ‘ s

TWX to Bradbury he lays out the p!ans for LASL construction which I

just listed above and notes that all will be done within the .7 ri~illion

dollars authorized.
. .-
.: .

~ -.---.~ “=-—=—’”——— ‘“ -~ x— —- -—
—

----

25 Feb. 60, J-3 Report: On 13 Feb, Col . Leo A. Kiley relieved Col . llutch~son

at Field Command.
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A 25 February mess~e fma Teller answered the query from Starbird on tine
~-...

NP ~

r

Livennore devices with a list of six devices now ‘ocinGdeveloped as well as five

devices just about ready for entry into the ctockpii? without testing. Of’Yfiese

eleven devicee, ten of them could be available for testing by the next September
if

the go-aheal was given for development and prepamtion of a tunnel whereas one could

be readyby the following April of 61. About half of these arc the sae as h the

list from Starbiti.
.-

A&~_F:b~aIY letter frvm Hertfofi to Bradbury notes the request that ALOO is NP

goinfj to make to DNA for construction at the NTS in the remainder of the fiscal year

for IASL purposes as follows: “&epeni~ one of the exist~ 500 fOOt !lO~CSin yUcca

Flat to 800 feet; start drilling of two holes to a depth of 1200 feet on less (“or less”

dependw” upon the amount of drillim tiich can be accomplished ‘:~it’oin the fu’As of this

fiscal year);

items for the

that they may

or iiertwo ilc)i~ts suitable for 1800-foot depta; ana or..er low
~~~d t-he

suxtace facilities.” He asks IJLSL’S cpecific criteria on these itcns so

pur.uc thcm x soon as pocsiblc Civcn authori~.ation.

.

3. Another moratorium project by LRL was the Starc!ust program which is documented
in a letter to Starbird from ’Gerald Johnson,

7$ dated 25 Feb~y&9@O_an~, n.nbered CO?.U-50-6. $!s
Associate Director of Livermore, .

Several quotes from the lette
will describe the program.-.- “7
r:. ._--dIt has been postulated tha~ the void could
become filled with sea wat~r under a certain class of ~ccidents. Chemical
experiments have shown that plutonium reacts with water to form a precipitate
and that the reaction continues until either the mct~l or the wa:er is depleted.
Hence it is important to establish ~{hethcror not an accidentally flooded pit
tight go critical. .“‘Ye now propose to flood a slightly mcdiiicd

.2with sea water and to monitor its subsequent behavior.
We are calling this

proposed experiment Project Stardusc. ‘.-lfeplan to carry out rhe Stardust
experiment in the Ranger (XK4Y) bunker at the Yevada Test Site on approximately
1 Nay 1960. ...K bunker uas chosen for this experiment because it (~asthe
most adequate expendable structure in existence at xTS. The maximum expected
yield, as stated in Foster’s message to you (C.X-66-59, 5 October 19591. is
,.
two
out
A

fissions. p<,-’ --...~icld construction for this program mus ,l.ommenced
months prior to the ready date. h’e, thus, request the authority to carry
this program bc granted prior to Klarch 10, 1960.”

.



. . . .
---~~OW .~~c.. The ~nti-re

Willow project was canceled by a message from DASA on 26 Feb. 1960 w}~ich
.

said that further effor~ on Operation Willow is to be discontinued.

.

Other folders indicate that JTF-7 and its various Task Croups were

Supporting, using their equipment and facilities, other types of projects

such as a Navy Mine Damage Test Program, which were unrelated to test

readiness for nuclear testing.

IV. The LRL “Technical Directors Operations Plan for Project

Hobo”, February 26, 1960.

The project which has already been authorized by DIMAand is planned for

drilling and detonations of HE shots in the U-12E tunnel between4 March

and about 3 April of 1960 is another set of studies to look at the de-coupling

effects of various types of explosions in different media \vith different

tamping procedures. The results \vill be compared with Cowboy, and

the signals of Rainier, Blanca and Logan are mentioned as something to be

looked at for comparison. The report states “at a depth corresponding

more or less to Rainier and Cowboy, two shots of cliff crcnt sizes will be

detonated in order to check on the scaling laws. The third shot, at a

relatively shallow depth of buri~..l, will test the extent to \vhic E.,the overburc!en

pressure influences the distant seismic signal. ” The test organiz~tion for

the shot to be conducted by LRL shows MI-. Lf. Knapp and Mr. Vcy Shelton

to be the .Teclmical Director and Alternate, respectively.

Here is a copy of a message from DASA on 26 Feb. 1960 which begins: “Further
~-- —----- —— Lc ‘-v

effort on Operation Willow is to be discontinued. ” It gives no specific reasons why

but just directs the project agencies to close out their projects with the funds on

hand in an orderly manner.

Note that some LASL correspondence to DMA after this time clarified the LASL

.

responsibilities in the Vela Sierra program, where i5C&C is buildin~ the prototype for

the fluorescence system and where direct optical system is not really being worked on

by IASL.

.



March 1960:
./”. .—

In the area of Villa Hotel, P-Division reports plans

16 rockets to be launched in calaboration with Sandia and

for 27 sensors

AFSWC over the

aboard

next

six months from Canaveral, Point Arguello, Wallops Island, Fort Churchill and

Tonopha. Specifically, one of these is to carry scintillation x-ray and gamma

ray detectors aboard a journeyman B rocket during the latter half of June to in–

vestigate simplified versions of instrumentation which could detect nuclear tests

at high altitudes.

The section in test evaluation on “concealment of underground explosions’ states

“an apparant paradox in the Latter hold concept is its prediction of seismic wave

amplitudes which are even less than those observed from past airbursts. However,

when it recognized that the shock wave from a typical air burst has a velocity

parallel to the earth which is comparable to the velocity to seismic surface

waves, it is clear that considerable energy may be fed int-o the earth as a result

of resonance effects.” After briefly describing the method of addressing

this paradox, “it is found that the present calculation does predict a surface

wave which is larger than that obtained from an underground explosion of the
.

same energy. The resonance effect is clearly exhibited in the results of the

analysis.”



1

Here is a 2 Mar. , 1960 transmittal letter from Air Force BSD and specifically
~-..-.. .. ~

Col. Harry Evans, Chairman of the Vela Joint Working Group. The rough draft of ~~~
● “*

this plan is put out by Headquarters ARDC and is entitled “1’reject Vela Hotel,
Y

ARPA Order No. 102-60.” The historical section of the report gives the names of

the panels who have addressed the question of nuclear

that the Panofsky panel investigated the detection of

between 50 kilometers and 300,000,000 kilometers from

test detection and says

nuclear explosions occurring

the earth. Furthermore,

“On 23 April 59, Dr. Killian, Secretary Quarles, and Mr. l!cCone met to discuss

implementing recommendations of the Panofsky panel. Agreement was reached on the

assignment of responsibility for the high altitude detection program. It was

decided that the Department of Defense (DOD) would accept overall responsibility

for continuing instrumentation development and engineering with the cooperation

of the AEC for nuclear detonation aspects, and NASA, for radiation background

measurements. The ARPA was subsequently assigned the responsibility for a progran

fnvolving the investigation of the detection of nuclear detonation underground,

at the earth’s surface, and in outer space. ARPA Order No. 102-60 directed AFBND

to investigate a system of ground stations and satellites for detecting nuclear
.

detonations above 50 kilometers. The study was completed in Oct. 1959. ARPA

Order No. 102-60 Amendment 1 directed AFBND to further investigate satellite–

based detection system. As a part of this study, ARPA requested that a development

plan be generated for a research and development program leading to the definition

of a satellite borne detection system. The plan was to be written by a Joint

Working Group including members of the AEC, NASA, and ARDC. To facilitate writing

the plan separate sub–committees for payload, space booster, and communications

and control were FEKi&cmEd formed. This development plan for Project Vela Hotelj

.
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the space based portion of Project Vela is the result of the efforts of the
Aq

1
Joint Working Group and the sub-co~ittee.” The plan goes into a great deal i v

..

/

of detail on all aspects of the proposed satellite detection systems (drawn from

Taschek’s earlier draft) as well as communications, launch vehicle development

7
possible use of various rocket probes for instrumentation and development, apd

extensive estimates of cost. The overall projected funding would require about

63 million dollars between ~ 61 and ~ 64. $36,000,000 of this i~”~=’’~~r

launch vehicles whereas $20,000,000 is designated for satellite payloads.

1

,tieeting#1597,&M:r_ch 1960:
“: Y)

Further discussion of Project Chariot resulted ina decision to continue . >-

with the Project and the bio-environmental surveys as authorized earlier.
/

Further, spring of 1962 was approved as the target date for firing which .~.

would obviate the need for any construction work in the summer of 1960.

Further recommendations were thus requested for the Commissioning

Octoberof 1960 as whether to proceed with planning for conduct of the

experiment in the spring of 1962.

-16-

A 2 March message from Starbird
=%— -- .----- —*

visit of the AEC chaiman to the two

to Bradbury and Teller conccms the upcoming ‘ ~ ;-.3

Labs to discuss the followinC with the Senior “ $

staff : each Lab$ program in the Weapons Field over the next tilrec year., if testing

unde~rouncl is permitted or if no testin~ is permitted;
the loss of momentum in weapon

development if there i~ no testi~ pexmittcd;
the effect of a detailed Seismic

detection development pro~ram

Weapons development; the sane

pursued.

includinG nuclear shots on maintaining the momentum of

effects in relation to a PLOllSIMi~ pr~~ram bciw
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Here is a 2 Mar. 1960 status report of JTF-7 which notes that during Jan. and

Feb., the commander and division chiefs made a visit to the EPG, J.1. and Task Force

liaison offices as well as the AEC operation office in Albuquerque. Furthermore,
TR

they prepared and coordinated operations and administrative plans for 3 types of

possible operations: high altitude tests at J.I.; openseas tests southeast of Hawaii;

and fullscale tests at EPG.. Currently, there are 37 officers and 55 enlisted assigned

to Headquarters. Task Group 7.2 has been inactivated and 7.3 has been and is currently

involved in major projects of interest to both the JTF and the Navy: deep ocean

mooring project; anti-submarine warfare programs; coordination of support for con-

ducting DASA-sponsored pod recovery equipment tests in the vicinity of Key West;

and a series of mine damage tests which will be conducted by the Task Group from

15 Mar. to 1 May 1960 near Puerto Rico. Plans for Task Group 7.4 are that the

4950th test group will be assigned the additional designation of Task Group 7.4.

JTF-7 also opened an Albuquerque office on 15 Jan. 1960 which consists of Major

Conrad Peterson and 1 enlisted man with 1 more enlisted man to be added.

I
~ 4 March 1960 TWX from Livermorc to the LRL Mercury people documents the .!

plans for tlZ5 XU;47 pit assemblies to be sent to the NTS k:ith the first coming p~
from Rocky Flats about 1 :\pril 1960 and the scco]~d sometime after 1 June 1?60. /tii~ .

L~ n S Afarch TIYX from Newman to Hohner of Las Vegas AEC, requests them “%4
%o stockpile ~uring FY 60 t~vo groups of 48 reels of unspliced co-axial cable p!

,$’

~which represents a major fraction of LASL’S total cable requirements
/#//@

for the four holes discussed for LASL readiness.



A ~a~~_T~X from Starbird to Hcrtford authorizes immediate work to be

clone to meet the L.>SL readiness requirements at the iNTS Withiilthe

cost ceiling of @~7million dollars and accruing the costs in fiscal year 60.

The items include [1}-.deepen onc existing 500 foot hole to S00 feet, (2) knock

out the plug at the bottom of the second 500 foot hole and de~pcn it to approximate!:;

525 feet (3)drill two new holes to 800 and 1200 feet respectively and continue

drilling te.vards these depths as far as time permits before the end of fiscal \ t.1

year 60. (4)purchase a 35 ton capacity Ivench. (5) engineering for a 50 ton
,’.’.’

winch should be initiatedbut procurement deferred. (6)purchase of two

diagnostic trailers to be completed in FY 60. (7) procurement of di~gnostic

cable required by LASL to determine the possibility of obtaining it in this

- fiscal yea r. (8) provide surface facilitiesas mentioned in previous TI$-X’S.

AJO MUq~~emo within the Las Vegas Branch doc~ents a meetins ‘n ‘he

LRL program held on 2 March and attended by Holmes & Narver, Recco,

CO1. O’Brian of DLL%, ALO and LRL where all the specifics of the LRL program

as well as a few words about the LASL program were aired. Among other

details discussed are the facts that DNIA is staridingvery firm on the need to

spend no more than 3.3 million dollars and get itall funded physically within

.
!;

,
./

.Y,, ~ n ;“ Y?
●

● L:. . . . - . . .- B ~1] #J?’?’yf“,.:t, .,”, -,.
.“ ‘i.$ - :. ; ,

.i. ~’,-----

fiscal year 1960 with no carry-over into fiscal year 1961. Furthermore,

it was noted that DM had advanced the completion date of the E03 drift

fraom July 15 to June 15 purposely.

Documentation through’the month of h4arch s>owed that the details of the

LASL test requirements \vere madc”~own to ALOO who went out and

purchased the necessary cabling, %+~ hoists, etc. , as well as the

LIIL program being funded as promised and the Rceco work proceeding.

A 2 April TWX from Holmes & Narver, to ALOO gives a plan schedule
for the four LASL holes in Area 3 which begins \vith invitation to companies

to bid for the drilling on 6 April with bids due during April and notice to

proceed coming on the 29th of April. The projcctcd completion times are
as follows: Hole AA to be 525 feet deep, cornl>lctcd 3 June; I101c AG 800 feet,

3 J~c; Hole B13 800 feet, 6 June; HOIC BC, 1st S00 feet complctcd by

28 May and the last 400 feet to bc complctcd by 30 June. Fur-t}lcrthe TIVX

notes that there can be one, two or three contractors on the job to assure

three rigs of the proper size and capacity.

,,+-l,

-)Here is a 13 March\2 memo R. Preston and Vay Shelton oi L ivemare on
—- -—- -—.

w
“Technical Concept For A Pragrzunof Measurementsof Phcno,wma InvolticNJii]

Nuclear Explos ions in Tunnels. ” This memo contains a cone isc .juinmary 01”

Livermore’s problems to date in containing tunnel explosions nml the {arious

methods tried and a prograrrof measurements in the near ~’uturcl.ohrrther

their understanding and modify their methods.
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In line with Taschek’s feelings, a 14 Mar.

~ ‘

meeting of the Vela Hotel Working
—>-

Group had determined that correction to the development plan might include, among
Y

other things, the recommendation to use piggy–back flights for IOW altitude ~
/

measurements (ostensibly in contrast to devoted

Here is an interesting memo from Gen.

on 17 Mar. 60 to Admiral Parker of DASA on
~—

rocket vehicles) .

George Duncan, Commander of JTF-7,

the subject of what the Task Force .

can do in their present status for the indefinite future.

assumption is that the capability of resuming tests in the

EPG within 12 months be retained. Duncan, however, feels

QI ~~
The principh?

atmosphere at

that that assumption

should be abandoned in light of recent guidance and that the role of the Task

Force should be reexamined to have a new pattern of organization and responsibility:

substa@ially altered. Duncan suggests that the EPG should be essentially

.
released from even the caretaker status for future testing after appropriate

negotiations with the AEC to drop this requirement, resulting in the dropping

by JTF-7 of any support responsibilities for those facilities. Furthermore

he believes that the Task Force should be phased down over a period of the

next 15 months (by 30 June 61) to a planning staff of DASA. He further

suggests that JTF-7, while a staff

reporting directly to the Chief of

would be able to work closely with

test requirements. Furthermore he

section of DASA be located at Sandia

DASA; in this location, the Task Force

the Field Agencies responsible for developing

recommends that Task Groups 7.3 and 7.4

be discontinued. Finally he suggests that JTF-7 be given the tiwe-responsibility

for providing support to the NTS. All of these recommendations, suggestions

for change, etc. are part of his proposal which will be one of the proposals

considered by a study group to study the future of the Joint,Task Force

apparently immediately.



In a folder entitled, “Briefing Folder” is some pages under the subject

of “Suggestions for Planning and Conducting Future Overseas Atomic Tests.”

v Here are documented, from a JTF-7 point of view some of difficulties and

deficiencies experienced on Hardtack and suggestions to improve the situation

as

to

follows: AFSWP and AEC must be required to keep JTF-7 fully informed as

what projects and events are being considered as they develop.

The Commander of JTF-7 should chair the EPG planning board with strong

JTF-7 representation.

The use of Bikini should be discontinued with very large shot<s being

done using the “opensea” concept.

A number of other little details that JTF-7 didn’t care for during the

Hardtack Operation lead to various recommendations such as “take a hard look

at vehicular requirements and cut them drastically. Eliminate the “personal

taxi” jeeps.” Also, “Task Groups should be forced to cut needless or plush

personnel and equipment that is shipped to the E1’G.” Also, “Do not permit

-.

rotation of personnel other than normal while at EPG.”

The problem areas are summed up in this document as JTF-7 needing

greater control of planning for and conduct of the tests in nearly every

aspect; earlier acquisition of money; and earlier determination of the test

program. This paper sums up the major weaknesses in the present test concept

as “too much testing and not enough analysis of data; too elaborate and

expensive a ‘modus operandi; ‘ the stopping and starting of testing; and the

lack of definite and positive single control of the tests proGrams.

1

I.



An 18 Mar. 60 letter from Taschek to a Major Poulson of AItYAdiscusses the ~,
—- ..—- ;\!

present D & F plan and makes certain remarks on the possible rocket launches ‘“~!

for detection system development. Taschek feels strongly that launches of payloads

to low

stream

around

altitude background measurements should not be paid for out or the Vela Hotel

budget. Furthermore, he states, “To put it bluntly, it is my belief and generally

that of my colleagues all of whoti are vitally interested in the successful execution

altitudes (like 400 kilometers) have very little contribution to the main

of development for prototype detection satellites which are to operate

100,000 kilometers. Thus, he suggests that the funding for such low

of the Vela Hotel mission and who have therefore examined the background problem

very carefully indeed, that a great furor has been made about “background

measurements” beyond all natural and obvious relationship to the Vela Hotel mission.

Without wishing to detract from the background measurement programs discussed in

various meetings, I do believe it is time to de-emphasize them.”

4. ‘lRcport of $tudy Group ‘On Reappraisal

Eniwetok Proving Ground ~ncl The Readiness

lgMarch 1960:
. .

This report was madcasa result ofa request of

of Rcquircmcnts For The

Status And Junctions of JTF-7,”

and Gcn. Duncan the CommanderofJTl?-7 bya

19March 1960 to the following gcntlcmcn: Col.

YD7\
Admiral Parker, Starbircl,

Joint Memorandum on

William J. Penly (DASA

4rmy Rcpresentativc and Chairman of the Group), Captain Charles E. Houston

DMARcpresentative), Col. Lawrcncc lvf. lVatson (JTF-7 Representative and

.
. .
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/\

Air Force Officer).

to a letter from the

the Chairman of the

The request from the Generals stated that in response

Deputy Secretary of Defense (Douglas) to the JCS and

MLC on 22 January 1960 on the subject of “ Nuclear

Weapons Development and Weapons Effects Programs, “ this group was

designated to reappraise the requirements for the EPG and the readiness

status and functions of JTF-7. The group’s reply was for-warded on 31 March

1960.

Under the facts and assumptions for the group to use in their study are listed the

following:

The AEC and the DOD currently maintain the capability to resume nuclear

testing at the EPG within 12 months. Both the AEC and JTF-7 have indicated

that their capability to respond in this time frame will diminish at an unlcnolvn

rate with the passing of time. There is a question here as to whether Douglas

is the Deputy Secretary of Defense or an Assistant Secretary of Defense.

The following agencies have indicated a desire to use all or part of the EPG

facilities on a continuing basis for an indefinite period of time: .

PMR, AMC (Air Materiel Command), TAC, and SAC.

In view of the current DOD guidance on testing reflected in Ilougl.as’s

Memorandum which will continue at least ~hrotlgh l?Y 61, the 12 month

capability to test at EPG .~eed no longer be maintained. ,Testing, if resumed

will most probably be underground or possibly in outcrspacc. Political factors

preclude complete U. S. withdrawal from the El>G or complctc dissolution
.

-46-
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of the U. S. Nuclear Test Organization. The AEC plans by 1 July 1960

to reduce the contractor personnel at EPG to about 300 people (from 450)

and operate at a total annual cost of about $5M (as opposed to $8. 6M) without

significant change to the state of readiness through F>’ 1961. The DOD guidance

on 22 January 1960 stated that maintaining the 12 month capability to resume

atmospheric or underwater testing at the EPG is no longer considered justified.

.

The study group states that there are DOD requirements which are increasing

for effects information which can best be obtained by high yield shots in the

atmosphere or underwater. Testing of high yield production weapons before

stockpiling them is a requirement which can best be fulfilled by testing in

the atmosphere at the EPG. Furthermore the Air Force is conducting a

study for DASA to determine the best place to launch vehicles for outer space

nuclear testing and one of these bases if the ZI bases are not possible choices

would be Johnston Island or EPG. As for discussion of the readiness and

functions of JTF-7 in relation to current guidance the group feels that the

present state of readiness of JTI?-7 is based upon a 12 month response, which

under current guidance is no longer justified. The group further states “As

the probability of resuming decreases, the state of readiness of JTI?-7 should

decrease. Current guidance limitations on future testing and the likelihood

of placing EPG in caretaker status indicate that a further reduction of JTF-7

-47-

rcadiness is appropriate. It is recognized that there are inherent values in
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retaining, for the time being, the identify of JTF --
. . .

though it may be in a reduced status. “ The study

alternatives for the future of JTF-7 as follows:

/ as an orgaruzatlon, even

group addressed four possible

1. Reduce JTF-7 to a planning staff, sirnultaneou sly with the phased own

of the EPG, enabling the orderly reduction of JTF-7 Headquarters to a

planning staff of approximately 36. It is felt

have the least effect on present disarmament

that this alternative would

.

negotiations and on international,

, domestic, and ~sychological factors.

2, -Reduce JTF-7 to a planning staff without transportation and communications

functions which would result in a further savings of about 7 personnel

over alternative 1.

3, -Assign the residual JTF-7 functions as a new staff element of about, 10

. . “.

people within DASA Headquarters. This move it is felt would eviclnnce

U, S. plans not ‘to be ready for large scale and/or underwater testing.

Relative to the alternative of disestablishing JTF-7 it is felt that this offers

little, if any, advantage in terms of capabilities.

4. -Disestablish JTF-7, the most economical alternative and transfer

residual support functions to existing Federal Agencies and a Joint

DOD/AEC Test Planning Board. The group felt that if it is determined

that present restrictions on testing would remain in effect for several years,

this course of action should be adopted.

The conclusions of the group were as follows:

That tl~c K1>G should bc reduced to a caretaker status; that JTF-7 Iicadquartcrs

should be phased down to a planning staff pcr alternative 1 above; etc.



v In Mar. of 1960 JTF-7 published a document #S-00012/l which was entitled
●

“Operation plan for Johnston Island (concept 2).” Great emphasis was put on

the fact that this was a document for planning

any way constitute authority for obtaining or

resources, nor does it indicate any particular

guidance only and does not in

committing DOD, JTF-7, or AEC

special knowledge on the

possible resumption of nuclear testing. This particular operation plan is

addressed only to the conduct by JTF–7 of a series of extremely high altitude

nuclear tests from Johnston Island to begin about 18 months following a

decision to resume testing.
.’

Here is another plan from about the same period with JTF-7 1S-00012/2.1

and is entitled, “Operation Plan for Opensea Tests (Concept 3).” This plan,

once again strictly for planning guidance only, indicates that it is for the

expeditious conduct of a series of nuclear tests which

nature and therefore primarily of interest to the AEC.

on the opensea approximately 300 miles south southeast

are developmental in

They will be conducted

of Hawaii. Among the

details are that devices will be placed on barges or landing craft which will

be launched frou a LSD mother ship and the operation will commence approximately

5 mnths after the decision to resume atmospheric testing. The base of operation

will be afloat during the actual tests.

Here is yet another document in this series with #S-00012/3-l and is

entitled, “Operation Plan for lIPG Full Scale (Concep’t 4).” Again for planning

only, this plan sets out how JTF-7 will conduct an extensive series of land,

water, surface and underwater nuclear tests of joint DOI) and AEC interest at

Eniwetok and Bilcini atolls. The plan will begin 12 months following the

decision to resume lar~e scale atmospheric testing. Bikini would be activated

only as a weather,radsafe, and/or instrumentation site.



In a JTF-7 document entitled, “Summary of Test Operations at l?niwetok

! ,,., .,
Proving Ground,” and written sometime during the moratorium, there is a

I!’
*

summary in brief of each of the test in each of the previous series since 1946

with the devices shoe, locations, task force number, etc. and the results of

each series. As for Hardtack, certain specific items of high importance and

priority which were obtained from these tests are listed as follows:

Variation in the partition of energy from nuclear detonations with altitude;

The effect of nuclear detonations as a function of size and altitude

on radio and radar communications, tracking systems, and on missile

guidance and control systems;

The effects of nuclear detonation, as a function of size, altitude and

design, for anti-ICBX application;

Vulnerability of ICBM warheads to nuclear detonations as a function of size,

altitude and design;

The capability of lon~ range detection systems;

Effects of underwater nuclear detonations;

The validity of shaped charge and certain model me: . of determining

the nuclear weapons effects on submarine and surfac., ::irSets;

.

Delivery capabilities of certain Air Force
aircraft;

Partition of fallout between worldwide and local deposition;

Very low yield (10 to 20 tons) weapon effects;
.

Further documentation of such things as
crater dimensions as a function

of the detonation, neutron flux,
nuclear radiation effects on electronic

components, Elm, etc. I



.“

25 Mar. 60, J-6 Report: As for the EPG, it f.s stated that operation Switch
. I

sscntially coraplete. H,& N has reduced their manpower from about 900 last Mar, 1

25 this Mar. The only scientific construction done during this time period was i
!

the Wilma photo tower received new guide wires; certain drawings and designs

other equipment were completed and begun. /
;

k for the NTS, D?filhas released money with a time limit on spending it and

;hcrc has been a sm.zdl flurry of activity. J-6 has asked for the following to

~one: drill and case a 1200 ft. and an 800 ft. 36 in. diameter hole; deepen
pf

existing 500 ft. hole”to 800 ft.; deepen a 500 ft. hole to 525 ft.; procure a

O ft. 35 ton winch with hardware for four 1101cs; procure approximately 80,000 ft.

Styroflcx COaX cable; procure a shock resistant mobile alpha

:ilcr; dcsi~n of an 1800 ft. 50 ton wincl~ and hardware. ,None

~c Lccn awarded yet, but it is hoped that all will be awardccl

trailer and utility

of chcsc contracts

by mid April.

The test group director’s plan for StardustjNo. COP.AC60-7, d-ated 25 Narch 1960,

notes that the purpose of the test is first to determine whether or not” the

device will go supercritical when flooded with sea water and,if it should]

determine when and ho~ithe total number of fissions, the radiation field
&s

‘lS ~~as~embly of”thedevic~
an p ysical violence associated with this type of accident, the subsequent
. a

, and the Dlutonium oralloy equivalent for this

system so as to normalize the experimental critical assembly data already

taken at Livermore. Readiness date is planned as .4 May 1960. The experiment

was performed on 11 Nay 1960. Results were that the device did not go critical.
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Meeting #1602, 30 March 1960:
—----- .- --- —

Loper and several military representatives of Strategic Air Command .
al ,-

*V
U*

attended this meeting which, for the first time that I have seen, discussed

the Air Force request for AEC authorization to use 12PG as a target area

for certain SAC exercises. The EPG had been selected not only for its

favorable geographical location for the shots to be launc! ecl from Y’andenberg

but also for its “installed communications and weathe r facilities. Bikini

was consi.sered by SAC as a possible alternate target site but rejected due

to its nearness to native populations and its lack of needed equipment. “

SAC personnel briefed on the operation including

the accuracy and specific details of the test events and the possible hazards.

In the ensuing Commission discussion, the CornmissionerS c~e out

strongly in favor of safety measures to protect the contractor personnel

and AEC physical facilities at the EPG. One of the Commissioners

felt that the statistics were inadequate to guarantee the safety of unconcerned

personnel and did not favor exposing them to such risks. Finally, the

Commission approved the use of the EPG for this exercise, only if the

AEC personnel would be evacuated by the Air Force or provided adequate

shelter , the DOD would assume full responsibility for any damage to

AEC facilities, and the exercise would be announced as an Air Force

project clearly not involving the AEC.

Note that the Commission meetings about

substantial discussion of the beginning of

this time did not include any

French Atomic Testing.
.



Note that the

revised version of the development plan, published on 30 Mar. 60 indicates th~t
k- .

the Journeyman-B and the 609 A rockets are different. Use will be made of the fly
Journeyman, and depending on its success, the 609 A may or may not be used.

MORE

i

I
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ffJOint Development pian~ ARDC/AE~/NASA” 30 MW_!...=.L-L “project ..

Vela Hotel Program” (SRD) - In LASL Repo~ibrary??
FL

WDLPR-307
ARPA Order 102-60

Good history of VEL f-
4

Taschek was on Joint Working Group.
-f==

in the atnospherc

,Here is a copy of the JTIJ document entitled,

“Reap~>ras~J. of Heq(]irements
for the Eniwetok Proving Ground and the Re;l(litlcssStat(Is and Functiol)s of JTF-

which was forwarded to JTF–7, DASA, and D}lA by a letter on 31 Har. J-960.

“)e ‘tudy croup ‘hat wro~~ the rcwrt was IIKI(Ic UP of rcprc:jelltativc:~s of those

three agencies.
Notes on this Stucly are inc].udcd in ot.l]cr of my file notes.

“22 –



4pack~es as well as a pnq?osal to fly aboard a ~er pnsbe Mm d.b-~an

Atlas Agena.

I

1 Apr. 60, J-10 Report: In the discussion of high altitude energy deposit.iol) /
.~

Irk being cloneby Skumanich, he discusses a meeting held at Rand on 22 to 23 Feb.

~ /1

~.\~~

I the subject of nuclear blackouts. He notes that at the meeting a policy t

tatement was made by the DASA representative> W. U. Ennis~ to the effect “that

\SAwas to have’’controlling guidance”
1

in nuclear”weapons effects research and may I;

lpersede ARPA in nuclear weapons effects.”
i

Westervelt reported on the first

?eting of a joint AEC-Air Force (AFBI{P)working group on outer space weapons i
;

sting which was held on 19 Feb. in Los Angeles.

/“

This group is to develop a - .

:tailed plan on a testing capability for some appropriate distance outside the.

Irth’s ‘influenceand deliver this plan with AEC-Air Force approval to DASA on

~ Jul. 60. As for the air fluores$nce detection system (ground-based), funding
!;

~r the EG&G portion of this project has been obtained and target dates are as j

Cysr. -
)11OWS: Approval of.the proposed system design on 1 June, prototypel ctelivery to

tSL on 1 Aucj., lightning discrimination tests completed at LASL by 15 Sept., auroral

:ckground studies in Oct. and Nov., and system evaluation completed by 15 Jan. 61.

prototype of the direct optical system (visible light from the expanding bomb

bris) is to follow the fluoresense system by two months.

Correspondence in Apr~l_ofig&Q makes the point t-hat

-7
weapons space tests from Cape Canaveral to Johnston

additional 30 million dol-lars but a number of operat

moving the proposed

stand would cost an

k!e(’cons iderations could be handled much more ea~i Iy at Johnston

system was known as AS1’iT (Advanced Systcm for Weapons Test).
.

i ‘...,

Island. This

A ii

.



Meeting

e e ting #

#1606, 7 April 1960: ..-—“- /V@
For the first time in quite a while, the funding for the weapons pro;: ram

was specifically discussed, with the paper AEC 1019/14 being used as

a basis. Generally,

recent “semi-annual

the discussion

budget review

centered around the fact that the

by the field offices indicated that

as a result of various weapons requirements which have occured since

the FY1961 budget was submitted, a supplemental appropriation of

45 million doll.~rs is now needed. “ The full discussion of the need for

the money and the specific amounts discussed is contained in the extract

from these minutes which will be obtainccl far our files. Generally, the

Commission agreed in full to the r:qucst for ac.lclitionalfun(ling. Note

that no mention is made of funds to bc cxpcndcd at lhc NTS for cithc r

109

Succatash or LASL weapons test readiness preparations which X believe

had been approved for that location at about this time by DLMA.

1609, 12 April 1960:
O=&=-- “ d

Here is a discussion of “Exchange of atomic weapon information with

HG
.

the UK, “ not a new item but of interest here since it focuses in part

on the US/UK discussions on sharing any tests for weapons test detection

purposes. A copy will be extracted for our files.

.



Apt-d 11, 1960TIl$f/lJE
THE WE EhLY NEWSMAGAZINE

NATIONAL AFFAIRS
i]lllJ(}rt3rlt—c(>[ll[t not min an>” rc:llll” de-
cisi~c :ld]”:lnt~~c even ii it (lid chcot.

In the w+ions ~i].i[ I]onllll(rcd OULthe
decision to ~ccc[,t [he soiitt mor:l[(~riunl
proiwml. Air Force Sccrct:~r} J:~mcs
L)ougkrs. sitting in ior tr:lftling Lkime
Secrct~ry ‘~li~ll]~]~ Gates, m:ldc it clear
that the I’entfison, to 3 surpri<illg extrnt.
h~d come ~rourrd to a conviction that the
chance for an insi)ection uxrecmmrt out-
n“eighcd the risk~ndCOSISoi a tc~t ban.
Centr~l Intcllicence .%ency Chici .illen
Du[les re~wrtcd thfit the C1.i had no e\i-
dencc th~t Russi~ had ever shown any
interest in testing to dcve!c~p tactical nu-
clear weapon>. .Jmy break in Ru>.;ia’s Nail
of suspicion and sccrccy. hc ~ddcd, trould
be to the U.S.’5 interrst:. \tomic !iner~>’
Commission Ch:~irm~n John 31c Cone. ~r-
guirrg that the L-.S. needs undcrcround
tests to develop tacticol nuclear lvmpons.
iound hirnseii olmo>t :~ione in the .\.dmin-
istration”s top counciis. and fit the end the
Pre..ident rul.d amln=t him.

Merely the Beginning. “rhe President’~
moratorium dcci>loo le[t i~lcn[y oi ob-
stacles still I}”in< in Ibc nay oi 2 53ic-

_ “—~–~.x--s. -=7%-” “--~==-~ .
————— —-. -.._-——-”-- - A
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Who called the Geneva test-ban
conference?

@.\u K. ~:, 195SI’rc$idcnt Eiwnbo!vcr
announcc(l the su..~~(m~ion oi U.S. rruclc:lr
tests as Of Oct. ~1. II)~S, anti invited
the U.S.S.R, to I tc,t-b.In conietwcc in
CCnela.

Far what reason?
The Ei>enbowcr .\clll]illi>tr:]tioil con-

ceived ~ test-b~n trc:]t> os o po~sibie step
to\r(trd corltr<}llc(l ~cllc>r21rti..<]rm:]rncnt. In
19j.<-.i; . \YhCII Ru., i:]n [)rt)l).lx:irrdist. !fcrc
clamoring for z ban. l’rcsidcn[ Ei>e]lilolicr
insistccl th;it hc Nould nccoti:ite one unl~
as a p:]rt oi 3 l:lrxer pac!i.l:c. inciudinx J
bolt in production U: nucle:lr matcri:ll~
forwe~ponspurpojcs, ond other step: to-
ward dimrm~ment.

Why is the U.S. now discussing a
ban apor+ from disarmament?

President Eisenho\\er md $ccret~r~ oi
State Hertcrhope that a te:t-bsn trmty
will k I “’first step” to!vfird diszrmarnent.
One of the biygest obstaclc~ to any dis-
arnmrnent flrreemen[ Jvith Ru>sia is an ~1-
most paranoid Soviet nnriness toJ~:~rd
I\”estcrn inspection and control propos.l!s.
Eisenho~ver and Herter think that it a
test-b~rr control system could be negoti-
ated~~iththeRu~~ians.itmightbe I
‘“bre~ktht-ough”on distrnmmenccontrol
problems.

When did the U.S. stop nuclear
tests?

On Oct. so. at the end of the Hsrdtock
test series in Xel.ad3. The writs included
threeundergroundtest:oi~-~ri~uj sizes.

Did the U.S.S.R. also suspend nu-
cleartesting?

Xot right airs!.. It carriedout a series
of testsin the fall of 195S. l~hich scien-
tists agreed Jsere very “’dir[y””—meaning
that they created a lot oi radlo~ctive i~iL-

k-out.ThisKJSwf.e11~~ks oiterthe start

\$J I

of the Ccncvfi Confcrcncc..\s far os the
U.S. knows. (I1c ~. S.S.R. lms not done finy
trsting since then.

What would the U.S. gain from a
test-ban agreement?

‘1’hc slo])])inx oi :111lbovc-~round tests
by l{u~si:l 3nd llri(.iin (L)s \Yell 25 the
U. S.. of courw I :In[l Iwrh;]l)s some l)roK-
ress toward rn:lkin: outer 51J.7cc oii limits
for nuclc:)r 5110[,<. l)rcsidcn[ ~iscnh{)iv~’r
and $crretory Itcrtcr ok I)clievc th:lt it
n oukl 1v2 goud 10 rxt the nuclc. ir rules
set u]) lwiorc o(her notiun> beqin to n]:lnu-
f:lc[urc n[wlc.lr tic.l[wn.~.

Would a nuclear treaty have to be

approved by the U.S. Senate?
Yes. by I tivo-[llirds m~jority
Would the U.S. Jose any of its pres-

ent bombs by the freaty?
h-o.
How many bombs does the U.S.

have?
The number is classified. but the L-.S.

does hove a widely diversified and de-
perrc!tible ““ifimil!”’”ot bomb> ~nd w;lrhc:~ds.
These rallgc irom snmil. lo~v-yield. liqht -
tvei,qbt >veapons used by ground .~nd n~v~l
iorccs to the big H-homk c~rricd b>
11-j~~. Furthermore. there orc nuckr de-
~iccj ior antisubnutrine Ivsriare. anciair-
trait. ~ir-to-oir missiles and interconti-
nerrtal missiles,

Do the bombs and warheads deteri-
orate?

XO, ~hcy need m~intenfince but they
rermrin leth~l.

Is the U.S. supply enough to obliter-
ate Russia ?

lfany times o!.er.
Would the treaty banning above-

surface tests iniure development of
further big bombs?

It is gener~lly conceded th:lt the U.S.
has all the big bombs it needs.

U.S. H.\RDT’.\CKTEST SHOT FIt03fX1~\-.%D.+TVXXEI. fOCT.195R)
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Acciccl at ~rcat dist:lnccs and in minute.
- CfU:llltitk I;ul s[)cci:ll dilylcultic, s flriv

with tcsls ii] outer slmcc or un(lcr<ruun(i.
TcstinK in nutcr SI)ICC is I:[rut$ly 1 (he.
orrticnl ~lossil)ili[y. Ilut ul]dcr~r(}und tc>t -
ing raisrs Irout)lcsomc (Ict cct i~j[] I)rol)lcnl.+
here :In(l n(IIv. Scithcr i,lllout nt,r radi:\-
tion r.sc:ll~cs. nnd (Iw f)nl! o:l~ [0 (Iclcct
(IIC test is to use wi>[]loxr:lidlic ill<tru-
mcnt> to I)ick ul) the e:(r(h (rc,[)~(lr<. >inc(~
there i> n{) STlrc tv:ly [() tell iro[n (ll{.
lrcrnor”s ..~i~rn~turc” on [hc .cisnl,)ur:{[~]
whether it JYOScauwxi I)y fin ~,.tr(h([u:ikc
or an uncler~roun(] cx{llo>i(lll, insl)cct i(ln
te:tnlsIrc ncwlcd to m:I!ic on-[lk-;])ot

chc’ck> of .su. ])icims trcn]ol..

Would a system of seismographs and
inspectors be pretty reliable?

l’hc L-. S. thou:h[ 50 JIII,>[) 11 c[ltc,rcd in
the [kncva conicrcnce in ( )ctoi,cr i ().+S.
but Icarncd in the Hardtuck un(lcrqrnund
test series in Xcvackr in September lq~S
(hot no detection sys[cm u>inx known
tncthods could be depended upon to rJc-
tect ex[)!osions 13t’ less than x() kilotons.
If Russia entered into a test-ban

agreement, would she be able to carry
out clandestine tests?

Yes. L._ndcrground tests oi much less
than 19kilotons could he L’o..r;cd out with
sllght risk Of dc(ccti on. .~IILI II\. ~oi[lx [()

a lot of csl)cnsc. the U. S. S.!{. could c:irr!
out tests much bi::cr th~n IQ kilotons
without much risk. Under the ““big-hole”’
theory ivorked out by U.S. scientists. an
explosion in a very l:~r~e, ~~)ht,ric:il uncicr-
ground ch~mber would k ]muitled b! a
factor oias much ~j 300 IO I, M ~h.lt a
loo-kiloton explosion Noulcl set Up no
stronger a tremor than an unmur’tlcd onc -
third kiloton ex[)losion. ~ncl would thus co
entirely undttectcd. Exc~v:ltin: J big-
enough bole hal(-a-mile underground
Ivould be exceedingly costl).. but pcrhl])s
worth tvhilc ii the the U.S.S.R. ~ery l)odly
tvantcd to test a nuclezr deyice bigger
than rg kilotons.

IS the Eisenhower Administration
worriedabout the evasion possibilities
opened up by the “big-hole” theory?

IVorricd. but not cnouch to pull out oi
the Gcnevfi Conference. “1’hc .%dministra-
tion is going ahmrl. on the theory th:tt no
irnaginabk Ixmc!’lt the U.S.S.R. could X:lin
from a nuclc~r test would Iw xrmt cnou~b

to justii! either 2 sul)stanli:ll risk oi (ic-
tcctiuu ( ~vhich some thick If ould ent:~il
a mossivv pro[xtg:ln(ln dcic,~t ior th~.
U.S.S.R. i or the ~rc.lt CX1WI]5COi CXC:\-
vatin~3 htl:cund(,ucr(~u,)dclumlwr
(Ivhich Nould involJc w),17c lri<k twc:~u.c
it would bc (Iiii’icuit t{) hi~!c the c,Yc:{I:lti{Jl]
\vork ). \Iorc inllmrt:]nt, tl]c .\(li]]ii]i>lr,i-

tion hclicvcs tlldt the (“.S. S.1<. gk’nlliu~.ly
\vfirlts n test Ij:in. [xtr[ly I)ccau.c S(l}.i{,t
Icadcrs fire iJorric(l ~l,(,ut :1 Im)l)lcnl th.1(
31W !Iorric5 1’.S. Ic;t(l(,r> :I(ltliti(lll.tl 11,1-
tiom. not:{llly I<c(I (’tli[l:i. nl.ly :Icquir(
nuclc:ir lvc:ll~t)ll<. 11] 111(,.\[lt)lilli.[r:ltitll]’.
view, 310.(OIV’.+”g~,n{]itlc i[]tLr~$.t ill :1 [~..[
b:ln Crc:ltl> retlu(~,, [tic ri. k tit:lt [11~
U.S.S.R. ]tligltt try to cV:I(IC it.

. . ... .. . .. .. .----- . . . ..... . ... -
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Here, transmitted by a cover letter from Gcn. McCorkle to Gcn. Schricvcr of

;ystems Command on 12 Apr. 1960,is an A1’SWC study entitled, “AI?SWCS[,pport Of Fu1l
——

;CdC Nuclear Tests, Apr. 1960,” No. SWC-0S13, 659/2. AFSWC discusses the change

hi the nuclear test readiness situation since the beginnin~ of the moratorim,

Y&

.

based on such things as the Geneva talks and the U.S. treaty proposals which \’ould

ban atmospheric tests but possibly include and allow underground tests and make

certain assumptions as to what sort of testing is projected for the future and there-

fore will require military support. Based on the conclusions they draw and their

estimates of the situation and their analysfs of the present AFSWC support, McCorkle

recotiends that AFSWC now be required to continue test readiness pl=nning and support

with the 600 odd people presently assigned in various groups and squzdrons under

AFswc. Further, it is recommended that the 4$)50tllbe relieved of the responsibility

for maintaining a readiness to resume air support of nuclear testing within 12 months.

Further, it is recommended that that Group be relieved of its con:nittnent to continue

plannlng for full scale nuclear test support and also timt they simply be deacrivatcd.

Other recommendations all work towards divesting h17SWCof direct plal~ning znd

activities to maintain a test readiness capabil

and Indian Springs.

Meeting #1610, 14April 1960:-..—--

Here, ina discussion on the budget for

the Commissioners expressed concern

that funds for this pro~ram must come

ity, such as the transfer of Enix.:etok

test 1

the weapons/detection program,

over the Bureau of Budget policy AG

to the AEC from the DOD budget.

The concern is that for such unimportant program, the .4EC should

have its own funding and shouldn’thave to depend on another
Federal

Agency and also concern that the government is
not pursuing this program

with enough vigor. The details of this discussion will be extracted for

our files.



Details of the LRL project Hobo are contained in other notes and let me add
here that Hobo was a series of high explosi~~eshots done in tuff in the Area
12 tunnel E.OS. These shots were necessary for compariso~l with the project AsCowboy shots done in salt to study decoupling as the floboshots were to study
d~coupling. A letter from the Test Director, JIr.Myron Knapp, dated-J5 .lpril,/~~_~documents the fact that the Iloboseries which consisted of four high explosive--
shots was completed by this date.

i

Logan was the name given to certain activities during 1959 and 1960 which0
involved reentry, drilling and sampling and study of samples from the Logan

@event which was done prior to the moratorium.

((2$
A 15 April TWXfrom Strategic Air Command to Air Force
* —.

addressing the planned ATLAS lamlches into the Eniwetok

f

Hcaclquart”ers
I
i

lagoon among

~o ;f’

other places. SAC Headquarters favors transfer of the lZniwcLok impact
---

1

area from the AIIC to the DOD as pa~t of the PMR and feels that this is

the ~most logical means of accomplishing the demo~lstratiollprog)”a~n for the

ATLASIZS.

B/2zk---Z.zfe?’=+t*

A
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1

A21 April 1960 TWX from Slarboard to the Laboratories discusses the

possible ways for providing devices for an international seismic detection

detonation program ”and puts forth some possible ways of segregating the 4!Y~

necessary stockpile and handling it including such possibilities as

external inspection by foreign nationals and requests the Laboratories to

comment on these plans. A 22

discussion along these

proposed stock pile, it

are obsolete or that- al

believes we should sl-ate

Is further discussion as

April TWX from Starboard to the Labs continues

nes, wherein Starboard states in relation to the

s no- necessary to state that either the weapons

vers ons have been previously tested but that he

that they are standard older-type weapons. ?here

to whether the Mark 6 or Mark 7 is more desirable

and fha-t consideration must be taken of containers now being procured by

Livermore as weii as the plans for such experiments as Lolipop and decoupling

experiments to require the device to be lowered to a 36” hole.



?
u

A 22 Apri message fmm Starbird to Bradbuxy, Teller, and Hertford notes that

France has available to them on a regular basis the unclassifiedweapon test ‘? ‘Q
- u’

reports and abstractson subjects in Nuclear Science. He asks the Labs if they

have any additionalunclassifiedinformation relatedto the subject af uncie~rounci

testing which could be made available to France. He doesn’t wish the Labs to

undertake a taak of extracting informationand making specifi??I’eparationsbut just

to infozm them of what might be easily available.

~~

‘l& ne florres c@ence interest “ his fol~-er curs af er ~t~ ~

1’
/

had resumk ah
/’/

/i
pm nts e ~y disc s“o~s w“tlatkLe . .G.S a:a he

~~ //

!

o~aniz
/

ion$ on a s, dy r:addi io /poss le ,c~har test ltes n th{
I

i
Us. ppa &t,ly, & aj C,bncm “ tie un e

,’ /
u+ ater ontsinint“ n prd s

the /~/is a s r(ey

/’ t

@ o i

t

ntif tho plac in “ e Contifie \1 Un”te

Stt; wh e tnis i less ‘f proble. n the S.

Two messages from Starbird to the Labs dated 21 and 22 April 1960 present

various assumptionsfor the internationallymonitored unde~rrnuvinuclear tests

for seisnic research. Starbini asks the Labs to consider the question of how

the devicesmight best be stockpiled,which particular devices mig’?tbe selected,

considerationsof yield determination,method of emplacement,etc. and asks the

Labs to work together to come up with snswe.rs to some of the alternatives. These

messages are documented in the notes entitled Test Iioritorium, file @l. In

response to some of the questions, Harold ~mwn of Livexmore wrote to Jane Hall

of LASL on 25 April giving the Livermoee position on certain DMAsuggestions sad

questions as follows: Livermore .sgrees that the proposed stockpile .at Meaina,

as suggested,will be satisfactory;Livermore will accept L.4SL’SjucQaent on the

accuracy of predictingyields of the MMK VII; Livennore feels that the use of

the MARK VII system is much preferable to the MARK VT from an operational.lriew-

point because of the much smaller diameter; the Livermore design for a contaLner.

is discussed as hav~ been tested for pressures up to three nuncire& PSI, which

may require redesign for holes deeper than three huncired feet. Such reciesi~n

til probably ELL.1OWprocurement within three months.



communications between the Chairman of the AEC and the

‘b
Here are copies of

Secretary of Defense on 22 Apr. from the AEC to the DOD and back on 16 May. The

subject is possible caretaker status for the EPG and possible transfer to PMR.

Both men agree that the EPG should not be retained as a nuclear test facility fl

except on a caretaker basis and the Secretary of Defense has told PMR to confer

with ALOO in the near future to arrange for the transfer

and the possible use of H&N employees to provide certain

to PMR by 1 .July 1960

services after the

transfer. Note that the T.ACmission i.nJune went on as scheduled.

A 25”April TWX from Bradbury to Starboard answered a query dated 20 April

that listed various possible nuclear energy releases by various titles and l!!?~

requested specific definitions for them in re!~tioo to the Geneva treaty

being worked on. Bradbury looked at these as being various degrees of

possibility and various situations versus violating a treaty that said

you Cou dn’+ do nuclear weapons tests.

:r!lc-

.

<Apr. 60; J-3 Report:
It iS reported that CO1, I?illiam Se H“t~hi~on--s-..,...-....=~

By

:Iieved Brig. Gen. George Duncan as Co~nder of J’I’F-7 on 23 Mar.

60

The LASL a.nsver to Starbird from Jane Hall on 26 April, she gives the LASLa

estimates bf the composition of the capsules
required t.) obtain the s~gestea fl)(

nominal yields. She states that the confidence in these yield estimates is plus

or minus I@ and that the e~timate of accuracy of yield detetiination usil%

radial.chernicd methods is lS to 2@.



.

&?/f~
A 27 Ap~~TV/X from Lee Hancock of ALOO to Starboard addresses some

Of the !egistical types of problems surrounding the inspection of devices \\~”

for the seismic detection program and goes into a certain amount of detail

on a proposed method of locating and storing such devices in various .

containers at various places for the inspections. ‘

AmessWe from Lee Hancock of ALOO to Starbird on 27 April ad ~sses various. 2

l~isticd and securitytype problems surroundi~ the internatjondly monitored
Af)(

program. ALOO recommends~ainst stockpilin&’the units
at Mcdina or any !4S.S/’0SS

location from operational aspects. ALOO suggests storage in arid regions and

recommendsconsideringMilitary Ordinancedepots,

I’?avajoJArizona,etc. Other details of storage,

such as Wingate, New Mexico,

access, observation,cost, etc.

a= presented.

Meeting //1614, 2~ April 1960:
~?----- . --

In these discussions of the procedures for conducting nuclear tests for

seismic improvement , Edward TeIler was present and the lengthy N(F

discussions of the AECS policy and the possible procedures arc extracted

in full for our files.

Note that the increasing frequency of and clctail of ciiscussiunson these

subjects in this period of time indicates that the Commission is bcc )ming

increasingly involvcclagain in the possibility of a nuclear test ban and the

110
details of detection, inspection, threshfiolds, etc.



r
28 hpr. 60, J-6 Report: As for the

~ with new and old holes in Area 3 has

NTS work, procurement of the following for

been requested: 16,000 ft. of a certain 17 V I
w of coax cable; 48,000 ft. of another type of coax cable; connectors for various

ms of cable; hardware to suspend coax cable from hoisting cable. Sam llowell from

I N came out at the end of liar. to review requirements for Area 3 and a thorough

scussion of operatiofis on deep holes was carried Oli. As for items rcqucstcd in the

:vious months, the followin~ has taken place: The bids for drillins new holes

:e opened on 26 Apr. 60; six M-G sets arc to be delivered to N’J’S in }Iay; 81,600 ft.

a certain type of COaX ~~ill be delivered by mid JLIly; bids for winches and

sociate.dhardware and cabling are to opened tilefirst week of l.fay;and a I>id for

alpha trailers will open on 9 ]fay with deliv”ery asked for 22 July,

A 28 April 1960 memo for record in JTF-7 discusses the possible transfer of
~--- --------

EPG to the PMR and discussions between the two organizations. Mention i.smade of

Johnston Island in that it now looks very much like the Army Nike-Zeus project may

back out of Johnston even through they have added 22 acres to the islancl,among

other things. The reason given is that firing the 11UH4from Johnston creates a

3’73’hazard to the natives at Kwajalein since the sustainer fragments would land in this .

vicinity.

Here is a cross-reference to a message from Starboard to Bradbury dated

29 April which sta~-es that the JCAE has asked the AEC to prepare a
w

bibliography of references concerning the technical problems involved in

monitoring an agreement on banning nuclear tests. LASL is to prepare ihe

bibliography for. monitoring lest-s in the atmosphere and”at higl~ altitude.

The rcfcrcnccd TWX is filed in “334 JCAE.”.

,

;!
I

i

I

i
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‘tPacific Missile Range Technical Memorandum #P MR-TM-60-7, Johnston

Island Geography and Facilities, “ dated 29 April 1960 8/5~.-—_

This document apparently coincides with plans for using Johnston Island

as a test site in relation to the Nike- Zeus launching program. This document

reflects the history of .JI through a visit by the author in iNovcmber 1959,

in relation to the present development of the Nike- Zeus Program for
which JI is becoming the center of interest.

A figure in the document sho~vs very roughly what looks like proposed

addition of land on the northern side of the island, parallel to the then

northern edge of the island and the installation of three launch pads as

part of the proposed facilities to be added on this new section of island.

Apparently these launch facilities would have been for the Nike- Zeus.

One, pe,rtincnt section on the previous activity at JI follows: “In July -of

1948 the Navy transferred jurisdiction of the Islan,d to the Air Force

which in 1949 assigned it to the Pacific Division of the Military .%ir Transport

Service. In April 1955, the Pacific Air Forces’ Base Command (6486th

Air Base lVing, Hickam Field, Hawaii) assumed control of Johnston and

assigned “house keepin~’duties to the 6488th Air Base Squadron. The
6488th is in present occupation. The April to August 195S period ho~veverj

saw command temporary granted to the Commander, JTF-.7 for the

prosecution of Operation Hardtack.
;*-

The recent selection of Johnston for use in the projected Johns ton- K~vajalein

IW%C-ZCGS 3ys:s.m ;2>..,15-’:”-v rel;eves Lhe .<ir Force of com-manci; the 6488tn

is scheduled to leave between .March and June 1960. At this writing, the
Atoll is to be given to the Army which is to lease it to the NaT.ry. The Nal~y

in turn is to provide range support to range users. “ Further pertinent

comments concern the population at JI and note that “the present authorized

strength is 88 military (including two officers) and 14 civilians. Present

actual population (including tenant organizations) is 164: 6488th Air Base

Squadron, 100; 1957th Air and Airways Communications Squadron, 3;

6005th Air Postal Group, 1; US Coast Guard Loran Station, 11; US JVeather

Bureau, 6; US Army Corps of Engineers, 3; and civilian contractor personnel

working for the Army Engineers, 40. “

The”discussion of facilities constructed at JI notes that the sole relic of

Hardtack is a blockhouse near the east of the runway.

Further discussion of the plans for JI notes that JI is now schcc]uled to

SC I-VC aS the launch facility for the targets for tl]c lNikc-Zeus Program

and thcrcforc a program of drcclging, landfill il~s ;~nd constrllction and

rchabi]itation of structures has been institutccl. The construction will

incluclc the lar~, ct launch pacls and cognate faciliLics w’hicll \\’ill rcq(lirc

trca that is not included in the present con figu]”. ation of JI al]cl ivill rcc]uirc

:l~c addition of approxi]naicly 25 acres of fill to Lllc islancls nortl~ivcst ‘

quadrant for the installation of three launch pads and to the southwest corner

for tl~c installation of propellant sLoragc facilities. The dlcd[:e and fill
~~’:5

operation had already begun and was about 20% conlplctc in l~ovcmber 1959

and was duc for completion by A4arch 1960.
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Here is a 29 April 1960 message from Bradbury to ST~INl c:i ;.:: OL..ject of

~- .>..

MSL PIGGYBACK experiments on NASA payloads. Apparently,the 5A!?GZRA-1 and A-2

=61 ~~d.d & &,t ##i-?ayloads to be 1aunched by NASA for JPL in Aprilad June o. NY.

Sertainvery importantLASL measurementson short-tern (microsecond)baclcro’nd

fluctuations. Unfortunately, J?L has not been exious to zive UP ~~le tile t~~ent;--five

*W fiftypounds of their total payload wei.~iht of ~00 to 700 pound s t:.a~would tie

required. These eqlern~,le.ntsvo>fidbe part of Tasche!:’swork on tke m :1OXA prOG~~.

Marbird or Luedecke to coofii.nate~t”n N1~A on t;lerequest in order to Get ~as~~-lek’ S

?eopleon board these payloads.

Here is a 29 April 60 message from Starbird to the three laboratories which
--. - -

answers a question about preparation of certain information lists that I have Pfl
seen in other sets of files. On this date, in response to a request from the

JCAE, the AEC wishes to prepare a complete bibliography of references (books,

official reports, papers, etc.) concerned with the technical problems involved

in monitoring an agreement on test ban. This led to the list prepared by LASL

and Sandia in the area of atmospheric and high altitude test detection as well

as the list prepared by Livermore on Underground and Underrater test detection.

Note that references.to various JCAE hearings, discussions, and studies

indicate that a search of their files for the pertinent feelings on the Geneva

negotiations, test ban treaties, weapons development problems, etc. would be

most useful.

.



A 30 April TWX from Starboard to Teller and Brown with info to Bradbury

addresses some discussion going on related to what we could hope to

accomplish on what time scales in the way of certain types of weapons

development we could

Information from Tel

test. Starboard seems to have certain pieces of

er but asks for elaboration and he seis up severa

cases of graduated achievement of the test ban over a period of time and

asks whqt- the effect would be on weapons development. Case 1, for instance,

Would provide that between October [958 and and July of [960 no shot had

been fired over 3KT but there might have been certain firings of this yield

and below whereas between now and Ju[y of [962 no undecoupled shot greater

than IOKT could be fired and that there could be a few pari-ially decoupled

shots up to 50 KT at 3,000 ft. depth. Furthermore, after July of [962 shots

# I

must be less than 5 ICI_ with all stopping by 1964. Case 2, on the other I
hand, would includeall of case I except that a few, perhaps 5 outer I

I

space shots, could be conducted between now and [964. ;tarbo~rd asks for
[
i

elaboration of the initial comments by Teller and comments from both LASL
I

I

and Livermore on this subject.
r



.
t.abettors operating ii] coincidence.“

Fbre P-Division detector packa~es and e.xperienentskvc i)een ca.rr.iedale):-t‘DYWI

Atlas and a Tonopha rmcket.

My impression tiizuqh these

looking at the discussions under

nuclear systems, ~enersl veapons

or e.tlea?t ro~>~:-tc.~on am fa~r~

●
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A 2 Msy TWX from Brown to Starboard answers the previous TWX’s questions

o———

K

@
and lists in detail the time sequence and corresponding yields for various =4 ~h

‘1
weapons development to reach such goals as a 6,000 LB., 50 Megaton

development, a 2000 LB., [2 Megaton development, etc. After going through

extensive discussions of which of the various developments sequences

7

could be done under the two scenario that Starboard had set forth and

therefore what level of weapons COUI

\

be developed provided these levels

could be tested and undetecl-ed, Brown tates while this is all completely
#

speculative,
h.

it is however indicative of s e of the ki”nds of advances that

could be made by tests carried out in the next four years (and past two

years) clandestinely by the Soviets. Further Brown states “the list is

pr]nclpally concerned with large weapons because those are the kind which

might require tests in the range 10 H and above. The tact)cal weapons,

which we consider would be capable of producing an equal or greater imbalance

In nuclear capability, can al I be done with tests in the kiloton range,

of whose easy concealability there can be no quest ion.” All this seems to

point to the fact that we are either trying like mad to identify just what

we can do in the

most speculative

stiil be able to

way of development and still hide it, or more likely, the

guess as just what the Soviets might have been doing and

do under certain test ban agreements.

- 3_May 1960. LASL/Sandia report on “Proposed L:SL/Sandia
Vela Hotel

Experiment- for the Ranger A-1 and A-2 Probes ;
nOTes shots scheduled

for April and June 1961.
F~ ----~~ ,e:~~.



The corresponding reply to al I this discussion by Bradbury to Starboard

on 4 May 1960 starts out by identifying the discussion as that regarding

Page

poss ble yields as a func~ on of weight which can be achieved by further

testing, and Bradbury regrets that in his opinion things are much less

optimistic than Teller seems to feel. Further, his belief is that future

gains with extensive test-ing is much less than those forecast by Teller-.
particular

and that he regards the utility of tests and low yields as

much more limited as Teller seems to feel. Also, “in short, nothing has

occurred in the last year and a half +0 change my own opinion regarding

the extent of weapon gains possible with limited testing or even with

unlimited testing. I am much less optimistic than Teller on both points

and the various documents and committees which have dealt with this

problem have generally seemed to me to reach conclusions representing the

upper limit of allowable op>imism rather,tha~ a ver
J

low limit as

k’” ~ .*; L’*ALL4+- ‘4~. p-,.. ~
Teller apparently fceet$” ~

[‘L’””:y ‘“”~d( -:TLLL-f
A6 Ma~hfemofrom Hohner to Allaire of ALOdocumcnts the current

fista=of the Reeco Area 12 work which generally seems tobe on schedule

~%witha certain amount of the workand the money extending into FY 61.

#/f
ere is a change in everything documented in a ~ May memo for record

rittenby Mr.
..-

Allairc of ALO, subject “Telephone Conversation with

MAon ?vfay 9 Concerning Test Readiness Detection Program” symbol

M:IVIVA-1872. 1 will quote from this lMemo,” 1 asked Col. O’Brian when

2 COUICIexpect a formal directive concerning i2JTSconstruction. He stated
arbircl:sin Europe right now, but O’13rian expects that \vc should have 4/1

~mething by the end of the week. I informed him, iviihout ma’king any cha.ngc

contractual commitments, we have instructed Las Vegas Branch to have
~YnolC?s and H&i~ start IIshifting gcarsll from the present program to the

tcction program previously discussed --he concurred wiih this action.

ith rcfercncc to t])c contract for the L=\SL holes whic}l arc pending a~varc?,

ac]viscdwc should cancel this bid. After a brief discussion of other
ca 3 itcnls di~cctly associ;llcd ,,vi~ll tllc LASL ho]cs, wc agreed lhcsc itcrns

Ould ;11S0. be C~llUC!llCC] at this Lirnc. With reference to the ~ilplla trailcrs--
[cr t]lc cllangcd ])ro~rflll bCGOIIICS firlll\vC Wj]l CIICC]{ \vithLASL tO scc if

Ssc trailers arc stillClcsircd for possible other uses.”

L



’40
om Redman of LASL to Starboard and others contains a number

of articles making up the bibliography for the high-altitude test detection

problems that was requested by Viashington and further Mr. Redman notes that

the proceedings of the conference of experts at Geneva (July-August 1958)
IV?

and the technical working group (June 1959) are the only complete references
..

on detection problems. An II May TWX from Sandia, Monar- gives a more

complete list of references for this bibliography and includes two separate

categories: atmospheric and high altitude, and underground and underwater

(covered by LRL). As for the June [959 technical working group it is

further elabora

weapon tests --

and identif icat

ed on here as “conference on the discontinuance of nuclear

reports on the technical working group on the detection

on of high altitude nuclear explosions, dated 7/10/59”.

On 11 May 1960 A17sTvC approved and forv~arded to ARDC a proposed
———

Memorandum of Agreement beiween }Ieadquarters AI?SWC and Commander BP
Q

JTI’-7 to establish

proposed memo is

Task Group 7.4 as a permanent. organization. The

forwarded for the approval, coorclinatiorranclsignature

butby Headquarters ARDC and JTF-7.

~l,~~ay 60.TWX from SAC to AEC et al notes upcoming launches into atoll

at Eniwetok and planned evacuation of nonessential personnel .
Fp

(Ist to be 27 June).

A ]13~~aY,,T~VX from ALOto O’Brian ofDlvlA documents the estimated sa~injgs

based on jm]ncdiatcly stoppin~ all tveapons program construction: .Lrea 12
!
i. .

I?Y 1960-1.25 million, 17Y 1961-350 thousand, Subtotal 1.6 millioll; ~lrca ~:

I?Y 19(>0-600 Lhousanc], FY 1961-180 thousand, Subtotal - 7S0 ~housand.
The overall total is a savin~s of 2.38 million dollars. No coax is included in Jfl

the abo~~c savings as ALO will continue \vitllprocurc;l~ent of cable.

1. I
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was

for

As a result of a request by the ad hoc group on detection of nuclear detonations

a 12 hlay 60 meeting), a proposal for an alternate satellite detection system

published by LASL and Sandia jointly on 10 June, 1960. The title was “Proposal

Interium

utilize only

inception to

Capability in Outer Space, ICOS.” flyThe proposed satellite would “

proven components and techniques in order to cut the time from
4

early system operation to 18 months as recommended by the ad hoc

group. Whereas the system set forth in the Vela Hotel D & F plan was imagined

as suitable for a multi-lateral surveillance system and emphasized redundancy,

the proposed interium system relaxes the requirement of detection to 1 satellite

only, decreasesthe detection range by an order of magnitude, and provides much

less detectionredundant and hence less emphasis on what may be termed “identification

by a signature.”
I

On 13 May in 1960,Carson Mark sent an interesting letter to Hans Bethe,

Aqappaxantly at the request of Bethe, to br~- him up to date on LflX’i i~>ll~c as to ‘

the possible gains in kilotons per pound from further weapons testing. He gives en

extensive discussion of the present state of the art and the possibilities for the

future end illustratesit with a graph which plots kfiotons per pound agaiiist;.pounds

for the device. The graph shows four separate plots, the most optimistic (efficient)

of which has lately been presented in Washington, apparently,by Edward Teller.

Slightly less optimistic is a Livermore projection frmm November 1959 of Wat night

be hoped for in weapons developmentby 1970 and significantly less opt~mi.stic is a

simil~-projection by Livenmre for testing thrn~h 1965. Well below al th~e of

these cmes is a plot of the so-calledState of tlheAArtDevelopment,most of which

has not been verifiedby testing. The designs which have been verified lie even

below this state of the art plot but for reasons discussed in some detail by Carson

Mark, variouspoints on the “state of the art” cume are felt to be attainable even

byLASL. Ax for Teller’s prediction (and I believe he is sayi~- that it could be

I
possibleto reach such point~ithin about three years), not only wuld it require

100$ efficiencyond thereforw it seems

evenHarold Brown of Livermore doesn’t

that as far as the AEC is concerned it

tot~ly outlandish to the LASL people, but

seem to accept this curve and thus Merk feels

may be withdrawn ond will only “persist in the
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mind of some ~ politician s.” The general area of the curve which Foster put

forth In Novemberof 59 as be- possible by perhaps 1965 is felt to be barely feasible

by I&L and Mark regards it as ‘indicating roughly the preSent frontierbetween optimistic

science and sciencefiction.” At the beginn~ of the letter, Mark refers to hearings

~ held with.

8nd what Mark has heard

Taschek told Mark “that

the JCAE a few-weeks ago on detection, at which 13ethetestified

about this from Dick Taschek as well as seeing the transcripts.

in many respectshe had been shocked and saddened-tothe extent

of being ashamed for someof his fellow scientists-atthe persistent a.mpurposeful

coloringor discoloringwoven into their ostensib~~ scientific comments.” He felt that

Bethe slone presented a straight account.

8everal days later, Bra.ibuxysent this graph to Starbird noting that he, like Mark,

feels that the 1965 Livermore prediction is a pretty optimistic long-range ~oal, allowing

for free, full scale, above ground testing. He feels of course quite gloomy based on

only limited yield, undergroundtesting and emphasizes that even tine“state of the

ax%” plot is about as adventuresomeas either LPL or I.ASLis really willing to imagine

at this point.

I
Four-power Summit crmfercnce sclmclulcd i

to begin ill‘Paris fai1s as Cl]ainlmnKl\rush-
cl~evdcnounccs fli~i)ts of US U-2 rccOnmsis- .-):3
sancc pitii;Li ova: lJSSY. Snys thnt until US -* .i
policy cllangcs “the Soviet Covcrnucnt sees I

I
no possibility for productive ncgotia-.
tions, ” but does not withdrawn from
Geneva test ban talks.

.

.
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A len@hy mess~e frmm Starbird to the Labs and Operations offices on 13 ;.lajon the
●

Seismic tiprovenent pro~ram illicited responses f~[q the various addrcscce$ t~latare
N

documented In another set of notes, 31:.

was not in the other notesY dated 25 May

pro:rm, USL Yeels that the best method

measurement of PEAK ALJXA vhic!lcould be

Here is the i)radburyreply to Stzrbird which

60.

TOr

mde

zwcommends that such a measurementbe included

As for ML’s participation in ‘c:leSeismic

deterilinin; yield @ tiimu ;kl-a siWle

by Sandia or EG & G. 71,m~.ne

and openly identified. It

uninterpretable without a Pmowletie of the specific bomb

reveels far less infom,ation than do the radial chenical

that such a reasurenent could be regarded as an obvious

‘ueirqj observed.

LASL ~tmr@y

-iscompletely

It actuelly

sarples. It is IJi3Lopinion

and eleuentL3rv;::.ethod of

yield deteminat ion necessary to the pro~rar.1to a.’roid a~bi~ious res’dts

weapon nalbeha,vior for some reason. The LASL reconcends <qsinst atte~.:pus

yield by radial chemical methods. “ Also discussed are hydmdjmanic ::etiiods OS yield

deteruina:ion which, at least in principle and in contrast SO radial che..:lsi~v-or

Wpha measurements, are completely independent of details o< ihe t!.esi;nof the device.

In summqf, for the capsules vhich LASL -wouldpro+ridei’orsuch

to be the ~en.cy prinazlly responsible for yield determination

estinates ahead of tine, with the exceptions of r.ethodsii’h ic:I

otineragencies such as Sandia in a pmgran o: hydrod--~nic yield dete~.:-l~ation.

Brad?mrjrsays that the Lab doesn’ t expect to have apprecia-olepersorunelin the field

and could possible have none.

Unofficial word had been rcccived on 18 h4ay by the 4950th that the EPG
\

# ~q
would be transferred ‘to PMR from the AEC effective 1 July 1960.

.

.



[eeting
fl~ ~

#69, 16-18
4

1960:

For the first time in quite a while the GAC spent quite a bit of time
/W

hearing about the Geneva Test Ban Negotiations, the qr.estions of

detection, the possible seismic

these problems and expressed

for our files.

research programs, etc. , and discussed

their opinions, w-hich are being extracted
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On 16 May

~~ ‘-’
detection

On 17 May
—..-

I?< Herbst of Livermore sent

references of a very extens

Starboard sent a TWX to Her-..

outlining

program.

&!!?!!
.

an expanded bibliography of underground

ve nature, about “IO pages, to Starboard.

certain instructions and authorizations for the se

He states that the devices for this program to be

ford with info to Bradbury and Teller

smic detection

n two or more

the blackpackages where one package wil[ be handled in accordance witl,

box concept and that will be the package containing the device. Furthermore,

he states that the devices should be designed to f’it”into a 36” diameter hole

and that the black boxes should be at the storage location by I August 1960.

AS for specifics of the program he gives in tabular form the number of

weapons to be stored for various numbers of shots for each yield range and

with specific types of capsules for the Plark 7 warhead. He lists a total of
6

about 25 weapons to be stored for at least 12 separate shots with yields

ranging from 100 tons up to [5 fl. Further, he tells Heriford Ihat

DMA representative will be at his office on 23 May to discuss the p

to implement this black box seismic test program and at that time w

a

a ns

II

discuss the details of the planning and engineering as well as Ihe funding

for the project.



18 May 60 TWX to ALOO, labs, etc.
-

Program, Stresses need for

respons

p rog ram

tuff (L!

..
from Starblrd on Seismic Improvement

mmediate agreement on division of

bility be-tween AEC and ARPA, and sets out- ini+ial AEC Fp

(three 5 kt shots at NTS--I in granite (U15a) and 2 in

2b), One each in granite and tuff will be nuclear. Notes

ARPA advisory committee which is chaired by Richard Latter and

Includes Conrad Longnire. Starbird says FY 61 funds for AEC

program have been requested and are expected to be approved. Says

it appear Succotash activities and expenditures should be stopped

immediately except for completion of raw digging of U12E07 drift

expects soon to terminate Succotash FP

be diverted “to initial seismic program.

and vertical shaft. Says he

activity and direct funds to

Asks comment.

An 18 May TWX from Starboard to the
~- . .... ..

elaborates further on the so called

Operations Offices and the Laboratories ,

BR

:,.

seismic improvement program and asks

for the Labs comments and agreements on the division of responsibility

between AEC and ARPA for this program as
wel I as a proposed organizational

structure for coordinating the program and herein informs the Labs of the

elements of work on which the engineering and plannlng can proceed
immediately.

ear shots as well as the 5 KT HE shot

instrumentation and interpretation of

The AEC will be responsible for all nuc

in Nevada whereas a large amount of the



Page 12

diagnostic information will be in the hands of ARPA. Jim Reeves is

designated as the AEC manager. ARPA wili retain its adQisory committee

(the ad hoc group for detection of nuciear detonations) on test detection

and identification and this committee is chaired by Richard Latter with

membership of Frank Press, Kenneth Watson, Aiian Donovan, Jack Oliver,

Walter Plunk, Hugo Bernioff, John Tukey, Roiand Herbst, and Conrad Longmeir.

r

“+’G.L . .:.. .C
Details of = KT shots at’NTS have already been tentatively determined with

/4

the first shot being a nuclear test in area i5 in Granitejthe second shot

being nuciear in. tuff in tunnel U12B and th~

( 1

bird being a HE shot in tuff
fie.(~l- $i~~cl AS ‘* c<+?cl te !-e j

also in tunnei U12B.
/’\

As for the seismic decoupling shots) Starboard states

that it Is his understanding that the Hockley site has the approval of

all concerned. Pianning and engineering for three planned scaling shots at

Nevada inciudes a .25KT test i

( s

U12eo~a 1.2~ test in U12e03, and a 40 to

oe@v’ 4LWC(
50 K tesi- in U[2e07.

k
As for the readiness program cal”ied Succetash, Star-

board states “ it appears now that Succotash activities and expenditures

for

for

(if

NTS construction and procurement should be stopped immediately except

completion of raw digging for the U12e07 drift and vertical shaft.

there is any other Succotash effort that may contribute directiy to the
*

seismic program, it should be made known to me). I wouid plan therefore

to direct shortiy that the necessary action be taken to terminate such

activil-y and that the funds concerned be diverted to cover the initial

funds of the seismic improvement program. I request that ALO advise me at

the eariiest pracl-ical time as t-o the savings Ihat can be accomplished in

FY i960 thereby and the amount required for FY i960 seismic improvement

activilic~.”

In his reply to fl~c mc~sage t{arold Brown of Lf{L comments on Ihe proposed

seismic ifllprovcmcnt ac”l ivilic~ and in part icular discusses the stale of



weapons test readiness at NTS as follows. “The Seismic Improvement Program

“should be carried out at NTS with the least possible “interference with our

6 /~e-~;<-l%c Otiie.)

4
preSeflt state of weapons readiness. The proposed program, including the

50 KT in E07 and the 1.2 KT in E03, wipes out three of the four sites of

the readiness program. In addition the HE shot will very probably make

the B tunnel unavailable for a period of six months to a year. The result

of the seismic program, if carr’ied out, would then be that we would be

unable to meet the readiness schedule previously given in TWX #S66, February

9, 1960, Starboard to Teller, et al. In case the ” international situation

were to lead at some future time to a decision to resume underground testing,

there would then be a delay in three to six months beyond the 40 to 50 day

readiness which we had previously planned. We consider this very undesirable.

If the high explosive shot is so important that it must be fired at the first

ava

can

and

the

.
table site to reduce its lead time from 8 months to.6 months, B tunnel

be used. In any case, two possible sites in the E tunnel for the 50 FT

the [.2 W shots should be obtained by additional tunneling funded from

seismic improvement program, as would be the case for experiments at

locations other than NTS. We would like to point out that delaying the 5 KT

high explosive shot by two months in order to build a new tunnel access for

it wiil not delay carrying out the 5 KT nuclear shot in the B tunnel. We

wiil in the near future make up a proposal for additional work to put NTS into

the same state of readiness capability which we have previously proposed;

the details of such a proposal will obviously have to await firm and final

arrangements for the seismic program.l’ Brown fur-ther stat-es lhat he as~umes
/

that, because of Ihe devices selected, LASL will be asked to provide fhc

Complete dcvicc systems including capsule design and black boxes.

I
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The firs-b communication In this folder is dated J8flav (060 qnd is a
TWX from Starbird to Hertford and Bradbury among others. [t seems to
mark the beginning of serious planning for the seismic improvement pro- ‘

,/
{

gram and directs ALO to proceed as rapidly as possible with the-P.EC
portion of that program as opposea to the Department of Defense activities
which come under ARPA. Note that the AEC contractors at the NTS which

will obviously be doing the work in preparing for the AEC portion of the

program will also be working for ARPA as ARPA feels they can use such
contractors. Starbird understands that there is agreement as to the

locations for three ilEC shots all 5 kt: one nuclear 5 kt shot in granite
[n Area 15, a 5kt_ nuclear shot in tuff in tunnel U12b and a 5 kt HE shot
in I_uff in tunnel U12b. Starbird further s:aies that the t!cckley site

has the approval of all concerned as satisfactory for the seismic deccu~ling
shots and asks that all review this decision and bring forth any dissent

as soon as possible. As for the fund i”ng picture and tbie relationship of

this program to Succotash the fol lowing is stated: “FY 1961 funds for

the accomplishment of the AEC portion of the seismic improvement program
have been requested of Congress and There is every evidence that ?hey

hti

will be appropriated. It now appears that Succotash activities and

expenditures for NTS ccns~ruc?ion and procursn?znt should bz s?cp~ed

immediately except for completion of raw digging for the Ui2e07 drift
and vertical shaft. (If there is any other Succotash effort ihat
may contribute directly to the seismic ?rogran it should be mede known

to me.) I would plan Yheretore TO direct shortly that the necessary
action be taken to terminate such activity and that the funds concerned
be diverted to cover the initial funds of the seismic improve~en-f program.

! requesl that ALO advise me at the earl iest’ practical time as to the
savings that can be accomplished in FY [960 thereby and the amount required
for FY 1960 seismic improvement activities.”

Here is an interesting TWX dated l~May 1960 from the Army in t!ashington--

to many subordinate Army units which quotes guidance as follows: “At the request

of the acting Secretary of State, it is requested that no public statements be J“iA
made concerning Berlin situation or summit at present time, pending high level

foreign affairs statement espected Thursday.” It goes on to request the Army

Commanders not address these subjects during Armed Forces Week speeches and this

reflects the tensions surrounding the U-2, test ban ne~otiations, etc.

.
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Here is a interesting letter from Col. William F. Hutchinson, then

Commander of JTF-7 to Col. Thomas L.

stating, “Gen..”Harrison has notified

as the Commander of JTF-7. I’m sure

Mann on 19 May 1960. It begins by
—— Cv’

you of your selection for assignment

that you find this soo)ewhatpuzzling;

.however, be assured that this is a highly desirable assignment upon which

you are to be congratulated.” Hutchinson goes on to explain the low

activity level of the Task Force at this time and the changes in the JTF

that are foreseen and that will take place certainly if there is an operation.

The repiy came from Col. Mann shortly, who was located in Iran at the time,

he did state that, “I am quite puzzled and am looking forward to the

assignment with anticipation mixed with quite a bit of reservation.”

Col. Mann actually took command of JTF-7 on 3 Aug. 1960.

[n a 19May reply, Harold Brown of LRL makes the following points concerning
the il;p=’?%=~e seismic prcqrem cn the present state of readiness at” !iTS
“The seismic improvement proc~am should be carried out at b4TS wilh the least

possible interferer.ce with our present state of weapons testing readiness.
The proposed program, including the 50 kt in E07 and the 1.2 kt in E03,
wipes out three of the four sites of the readiness progra,m. In addition the flbl /

HE shot will very probably make flhe B tunnel unavailable for a period of six
months to a year. The result of the seismic program, if carried out, would
then be that we would be unable to meet the readiness schedule previously
given in a 9 February 1960 TWX frcm Starbird to Teller. In case the inter-
national situation were to lead at some future time to a decision 10 resume
underground testing, there would then be a delay of three to six months
beyond the 40 to 60-day readiness which we had previously planned. We con-

sider this ,very undesirable. If the high e:<plosive shot is so importan~
that ii-must be fired at the first available site fo reduce ii-s Icad time
from 8 months to 6 months, B tunnel can be used. [n any case the I-\:o possible

Sites in the E tunnel for the 50 kt and the 1.2 kt shots should be obtained
by additional tunnelipg funded from the seismic improvement program, as
would be the case for experiments at locaTions other than NTS. We would like

to point out that delaying the 5 kt high explosive snot by 2 mcnths in order
to build a new tunnel access for it will not delay carrying out the five kt

nuclear shot in the El tunnel. We will in the near future make a propcsal

for additional work to pul !!TS into the same state of r-cadincss capability
which wc have previously proposed; the details of such proposal will cbviously

have to await firm and final arrangcrrients for the seismic program.”

I



K TLel’e are a few it-
that are not ti the Wee=y reports that

@ 19 May ~Q2westemelt sent
a paper describ@ the status of the

-- -

the VE3.ASIER13A system (Atmospheric Fluorescence).

He was sendiml

~ worth mention.

ML portion of
5K

it to Walske thmW3h

AEC in Washingtonwith the urgent instsUctlo-
that it had to be in Geneva before

2’7
.
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A &M~~=Memo written by lVoodruff,Project Engineer at NTS on the
estimated completion dates of the LRL Area 12 Program documents

information received from Mr. Taylor of Reeco.
The U121203 drift.

1S completed as far as,basic construction and is a month or so shcrt of completion

of scientific construct ion and a couple months from electrical and cabling

installation. The U12E07 shaft is about’a month short of completion
tith the other facilities such as the O room and the Rad Chcm piping a couple

months short of completion. The U121309 basic construction is one day short
of completion and about a month short of scientific construction completion.

s *AU of the previous in 1960 certaidy clears up the question of \vhat it was

that had LRL feeling that the change-over from readiness construction at

the N’TS to Vela Uniform Det..~ction Program type activities had severely cut
!

back on the progress in the direction of achieving weapons test readiness.

Following the cancellation of work in Lfay the jump in correspondence

to July documents how quiclilythingswere cut off.
I

The ALO reply i n deta i [ to Starboard’s proposa Is came on ~1- klay f ~pm Mr.

Hertford and includes extensive deta i Is of proposed organi zations to hand Ie

BP \
.

the seismic program and make severa I speci f ic comments i n regard tc

the weapons read i ness program versus the seismic program. For the latter

case several options of funding are given and it is sta;ed that if the

current NTS program is continued as planned there can be .8 mi I I ion dol far

savings whereas if al I weapons readiness ef fort’ is termi nated immed iately

except for the raw digging of 12e07 there can be a !.6 mi I lion dol Iar

savings. Further, there are savi ngs that can be accrued due to the fact

that certain materials such as Coax which were original iy ordered and

scheduled for del ivery in connection with the weapons readiness program ,

can be taken into inventory and used for either program.
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23!4ay 60, J-10 Report: Westervelt notes that a summary of the status of the
~-.w

Iuoresence detection system has
been sent to Carl \’!alskein Geneva with the test

Py

-tan negotiation team. ‘“
.’. .,

~\/
~v

JJFSWC History Office ““”

In response to a request froln Headquarters ARDC, on2~~~~-l,~gthe

4950th and 4922nd sent a staff study on the subject of “Replacement Aircraft

for TheB-57 Sampler. ” The conclusion was that the McDonnell F-4 H is Bv

the most suitable aircraft for replacclment with the A3J-1 the second choice

and F-101B the third choice.
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A meeting was held on 23 May with a representative from DMA at ALO and
4

members from the Laboratories to discuss the authorizations necessary to

go ahead and meet the I August date for the seismic improvement program Bg

as well as other technical items such as methods of yie”ld measurement.

There are a number of pieces of correspondence in late May documenting

/

‘, {’
/

the

part

Peek

or o

funding and authorizations from DMA to meet the deadline

cular item that was brought up was a proposed yield

Alpha system which was suggested by LASL in lieu of

her measurements that had been suggested. Along these lines Starboard

date and one

measurement by a

the radio chemistry

proposed a meeting including the Lab technical personnel as well as people

from ARPA, the President~s Scientific Advisory Committee (Keeny), the State

Department and Baker, etc. One of the

be to discuss the ground rules for the

of the advantages and disadvantages of

main subjects of this meeting would

seismic program and technical discussion

the various yield determination

systems and what information they might give to the Soviets as well as the

Iikelyhood of the Soviets accepting the various systems. The meeting was

proposed for June 6. In contrast to the LASL proposal to use a Peek Alpha

measurement for a yield, Livermore suggests either radio chemistry or shock

time of arrival in a polyethy~ne block as yield measurement techniques.

Among other items authorized by DMA at this time
was the production of

required capsules for the seismic program as
specified in previous Th’Xs,

.-

procurcment of associated hardware and materials with authority Ilmlted

to $200,000 in the weapons iest budget at ALO,
and the fact that DldA is

negotiating with DOD to withdraw the necessary weapons
from stock pile.

~- .

The first mention of a “whirlawayr’ .W=AA is conlained
in a 2 June TWX

from Starboard to }Icrtford.



on&May 1960, the commander of Task Group 7.3 (J.M. Shaffer) sent a memo
:

—— .

to the Chief of Naval personnel which noted that the nuclear test planning for FY
t

31
,--
j

1960 and 1961 had undergone some slippage and based on the small likelihood of tests,
1

the current allowance of 16 officers and 124 enlisted in Task Group 7.3 is expected

to be satisfactorythrough 1 Oct. 1961. Any changes in operationalrequirements

for the group will be used to bring about corresponding reductions where ever ,

possible.

27 May 60, J-6 Report: On hearing that the A[C intends to release EPG to the

‘MR on 1 Jul 60, J-6 recommended

:able, etc. be returned to NTS.

Washington has brought to a stop

that certain items such as tower parts, electrical

AS for fiTS, the sudden withdrawal of money by
by

the proposed work in Area 3; thus, the drilling of

.WO new holes and deepening of two others has been canceled, as has the procurement

falpha trailers. Procurement of coax cable and casing for the completed holes

as progressed to the point where economically it would be unwise to cancel the

:ders and so these materials will be stockpiled at NTS.

Note that the TWX file continues over into 1960 and early in the year

indications from the AEC to CJTF-7 are that TAC plans and operati~n between 30

May and 17 June which will require extensive support at the EPG. The message
../~

was forwarded through the 4951st to the AEC who will have to provide the services

at the EPG. From the 4950th references

at Eniwetok detailing support that will

supporting TAC and finishes by stating,

believe that the contractor support at Eniwetok will be drastically reduced by

1 July. A drastic reduction in KExxxxKxxxxxExxKk contractor services would have

an adverse effect on capability t~ support a large scale dc~~loymenttl’rough‘niwetok

In areas of housing, messing, and AMR base support.” Clearly they arc speaking of

the possible transfer to PMR.

a message which they sent to the 4951st

be required for the upcoming operation

“We have received info which leads us to

I
I

!

t

m
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Njte - in May 1960, efforts of ALO diverted from Succotash to Vela
Uniform.

.

(5) No further corresporidence exists concerning the Concerto events be foreti
,’here nc’,i discussion seems to be addressing the possibilit>r of

puttinc the Orchid event bet~$ecn Lollipop which would be done first and Cottontail.
I believe details of planning fron this point on are amply covcrcd else’.;herc.

JA Note that the project which Kas fornerl;~called Concerto, I believe, is called 1/
lShade.

,/
)lotcthat the documentation points to the fact that the Orc’hid event /%

%as continually postponed through 1960 and into 1961 with various dates set
early in ’61 until a compatibility and field environmental test for the r,odificd
Whirlaway device and associated instruncntation scction,was pcrforned iilApril
of 1961. The relation of this test to the actual Orchid event or the Shade or
Vcla Uniform procran 1 have not dcternined. Clearly tllcrewas a direct relation-
ship based on-an-n April ’61 memorandum iron Schuc’lcrwhich notes that LRL
tc!chnicianswill support the Orchid compatibility test on 13 April ’61.

t
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In xwferringto this I.,e.s~qe fmm Bradbury,Hazmld Brown sent a [m~~~J~ ..

60 fi
Starbirdon ~ N@_ ‘inwhich, cno~ other thi~’;, he ~reed that LASL ~muld furni~i] the ~ U

-.—- -7

devices and Sandia would develop ad SUPPIY the black boxo ~fifler?L~’/e~lore ~~mes

that the best way to Get assurance that a seismic device has not xLf unctloncd is ntiiean

Alpha nea$urement but “the teclmical difficulty is that Uais does not tell t;-,eyield

within my reasonable factor to someone ~10 does not ~-~o~?tile ~es Gn of :::e @J~cc ●

Tile Soviets would t!len:~erelybe td.i~ our word for the yielcl,ufle~~ one o: t~~e

otinertechniquesof yield was used s well.”
.L

‘-c173hiscould have oav~ous uc.r;;:cil.

p~pocanda ad-wnta&;es for the Soviets. Thus, Livermore feels ;ilatcm a.dii’:ioncl

messument technique,such as radial chenistl-yor shock tinc o.’arri-rilin I?ol;’ethylene

block be performed elso. The details of how this would be done and in ‘,fi.]icilcases it

could “bestapply are d~sc~sed.
Wu

Messagesbetween DMA, AMO and the Labs in the latter half of May indicate

— - “–-”-d d
that specifics are being laid out for the packages to be usea for the seismic *?? 4

4.+
detection program and responsibilities are being assigned for procurement,

#

fabrication,storsge, etc. A 17 May message from Starbird co ALOO gives some

details of the requirements for packaging of the capsules and assembly and

. shipment. The device must be in two or more packages, utilizing the bleck box

concept and the black boxes includingtheir contents must be at the stcrsge

locationby 1 August 60. The storage requirements include closed storsge up ta

five years. The reply fnm Hancock of ALOO on 24 May notes discussions with

the Laboratoriesto try to meet the criteria set forth and estimates of the work

involvedand the cost. Herein ia request for the immediateauthorizationfor

pxmduction and authorityto obligate funds from test underrun for Sandia Corporation

procurement, as well as approval to proceed with procurement pending the completion

of the San&ia report and authority to>withdraw the necessary warheads plus spare

sevens fmm the stockpile. Further correspondencefzmm Starbird to He~fofi on

2 June authorizes certain actions such as the withdrawal from stockpile of 3k

MARK VII’S and 3MA~ 25’S. The schedule remains the same with all’devices at

the storage location not later than 1 August and a tentative firing schedule

showed the first two shots required on 1 September 1960 and 15 October 1760.
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Following review of the minutes of another PAC meeting on 25-26 May, 1960,-.

one of the members Willard Bascom came out against Chariot, noting that since

/ql
future ditches would be dug by another method the project would demonstrate

very little and recommending abandonment of the project immediately and puttin~~

the money into something of greater promise,
.

25 flay60, J-3 Report: On 22 Apr. Duncan Curry visited Leo Kiley, hezq of the——. —

Meapons Effects Tests Group at Field Command. Kiley has recommended that his group
B

,\

i
be substantially reduced in size in view of the uncertainty of future weapons tests,

and in the meantime, they are trying to complete all outst~nding technical reports

for which they are responsible.

.


